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Abstract 
From 6–9 November 2009 the SIL-PNG survey team conducted a survey of the Bebeli [bek] language, 
located to the east of Kimbe in West New Britain Province, Papua New Guinea. Bebeli belongs to the East 
Arawe subgroup of Austronesian languages (Lewis 2009). The goals of the survey were to determine 
language and dialect boundaries and evaluate language vitality. Data were collected through individual 
and group interviews, wordlist elicitation and observation of language use in each Bebeli-speaking 
village. The Bebeli language is spoken in three villages: Morokea, Mosa and Banaule, and residents of 
each village speak a different dialect of the language. Speakers reported that adults understand the other 
dialects well. The ethnolinguistic vitality of Bebeli is currently low. 
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1 Introduction 
Between the 21st of October and the 10th of November 2009, an SIL survey team consisting of Bonnie 
MacKenzie, Juliann Spencer, Sara Van Cott and Jacob Bullock undertook a survey of four languages in 
the Arawe group of West New Britain. The languages surveyed were Ambul [apo], called Apalik in the 
sixteenth edition of the Ethonologue (Lewis 2009); Amio-Gelimi [let], listed as Lesing-Gelimi in the 
Ethnologue; Avau [avb] and Bebeli [bek]. The field work in the Bebeli language area was completed 
between the 6th and 9th of November. The goals of the survey were to determine language and dialect 
boundaries and evaluate language vitality. 

The survey team wishes to express its deep appreciation for the kind assistance and hospitality of the 
people in Mosa, Morokea and Banaule villages, as well as the New Tribes Mission in Hoskins. Team 
members would also like to thank the individuals and groups who took the time to answer many 
questions about their languages, histories, cultures and communities, and the educators and church 
leaders who talked with the surveyors about their institutions and the people they serve. Together, they 
made this survey possible.  

1.1 Language location 
Bebeli is located on the north coast of West New Britain Province, in the Cape Hoskins and Stettin Bay 
area, between Kimbe and Hoskins. Map 1 shows the location of the Bebeli area within Papua New 
Guinea. 

Map 1. Bebeli language area 
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The survey team visited the three villages of the Bebeli language area: Morokea, Mosa and Banaule. 
Banaule village, on the eastern end of the language area, is about ten kilometres southwest of the 
Hoskins area. Mosa, the central village, is another fifteen to twenty kilometres southwest of Banaule. 
Morokea village, on the western end, is about five kilometres southeast of Kimbe. The villages are fairly 
spread out, located at least fifteen kilometres apart with many businesses, markets, plantations, other 
villages (all labeled as “other location” on Map 2) and settlements amongst them.1 The other locations, 
settlements and all three Bebeli villages are shown on Map 2, along with Kimbe and Hoskins.  

Map 2. Bebeli villages2 

 

Ruango, Gaongo and Buluma, marked above as “other location”, were described as Bola-speaking 
villages. Mai is a mission station. Kwalakesi and, most likely, Gavuvu are Nakanai-speaking villages. 
Bebeli speakers spoke of going to the market in Nahavio, but the survey team did not obtain any further 
information about Nahavio, Huveni/Lobe or Warakindam. 

                                                            

1The survey team did not obtain information about all of the settlements shown here. Generally, in Papua New 
Guinea settlements are locations where people have moved away from their traditional village, often outside of their 
language area. 
2There are more roads in the area than are shown on the map. 
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Map 3 shows airstrips, churches, medical facilities and schools in the Bebeli area. The placement of 
these facilities has been done for illustrative purposes only and is not intended to be geographically 
accurate. 

Map 3. Bebeli facilities 

 

1.2 Language name and classification 
According to the Ethnologue (Lewis 2009), Bebeli [bek] may also be referred to as Banaule, Benaule,3 
Beli, Kapore or Yangura. 

                                                            

3Banaule is one of the three Bebeli villages; Benaule is an alternate spelling for Banaule village. 
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1.3 Population 
Table 1 shows the population of the villages in which Bebeli is spoken, as given by the 2000 national 
census (National Statistical Office 2002a). According to the census (National Statistical Office 2002b), 

Austronesian 
  Malayo-Polynesian 
    Central-Eastern 
      Eastern Malayo-Polynesian 
        Oceanic 
          Western Oceanic 
            North New Guinea 
              Ngero-Vitiaz 
                Vitiaz 
                  Southwest New Britain 
                    Arawe-Pasismanua 
                      Arawe 
                        East Arawe 
                            Akolet [akt] 
                            Avau [avb] 
                            Bebeli [bek] 
                             Lesing-Gelimi [Amio-Gelimi] [let] 
      West Arawe 
                             Apalik [Ambul] [apo] 
                             Aiklep [mwg] 
                             Gimi [gip] 
                             Solong [aaw] 
                             Mangseng [mbh] 

Figure 1. Classification of Bebeli
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the average annual growth rate for West New Britain Province between 1980 and 2000 was 3.6 percent. 
The projected 2009 population based on this growth rate is also shown for comparison. 

Table 1. Bebeli village populations from 2000 census 

District LLG Ward Village 
Census 
Households 

Census 
Population 

Projected 
2009 

Talasea 
Hoskins Rural Kwalakesi Banaule 137 796 1094 
Mosa Rural Laheri Mosa 141 764 1050 
Talasea Rural Nalabu Morokea 152 741 1019 

  TOTAL 3 430 2301 3163 
  

In each Bebeli village a surveyor asked people to estimate the population of their village; she also 
attempted to count the number of houses in the village. The resulting data is shown in Table 2. The 
number of houses counted in each village has been multiplied by 5.7, the average household size for the 
three villages (National Statistical Office 2002b), to show the current population based on the number of 
houses. 

Table 2. Recorded Bebeli village populations 

  Households counted 
Population based on 
households 

Reported population 

Banaule 142a 809 1500
Mosa 130 741 1000
Morokea 150 855 625
TOTAL 422 2405 3125
a82 houses in Banaule 1 and 60 in Banaule 2.

 

The reported population and the 2009 projected population are both very close to 3100, so this is 
likely to be an accurate figure for the total population of the Bebeli area. The number of households 
counted on the survey is also very similar to the number of households reported in the 2000 census. The 
population based on the number of counted households and 2000 average household size is therefore 
closer to the 2000 census population than it is to the reported or projected population figures. An 
increase in the average household size in the Bebeli area would account for the discrepancy between the 
population figures based on households and the reported and projected population figures. 

1.4 Goals 
The goals of this survey were to determine language and dialect boundaries and to evaluate language 
vitality. Language boundaries have been suggested by previous research, but have not been confirmed, 
and it was not known whether there were any dialect differences within the Bebeli language area. 
Nothing was known about language vitality. 
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2 Methodology 
2.1 Tools 
Language and dialect boundaries were determined based on previous research, reported language and 
dialect boundaries and lexicostatistic data. Language vitality was evaluated by conducting group and 
individual interviews and observing language use within Bebeli communities. 

Group interviews regarding language use were conducted in all Bebeli villages, and information 
collected during these interviews addresses both language vitality and language and dialect boundaries. 
These interviews were guided by the standard SIL-PNG language use interview.4 When possible, the 
interviewer tried to obtain the opinions of both males and females from varying age categories: young, 
middle-aged and older. 

The 170 words and twenty phrases contained in the standard SIL-PNG wordlist (1999 revision) were 
elicited in each village. These three Bebeli wordlists were compared with each other and with wordlists 
from the Aighon, Aiklep, Ambul, Amio-Gelimi, Avau, Bola, Gimi, Mangseng and Nakanai languages, 
using the lexicostatistic comparison method described by Blair (1990:30–33). This comparison was used 
along with other data to determine language and dialect boundaries.5 

Group interviews regarding immigration, emigration and cultural practices were completed in every 
village. Individual interviews with school staff and church leaders yielded information regarding 
language use and attitudes within schools and churches. All of these interviews were guided by standard 
SIL-PNG questionnaires, with the goal of assessing language vitality. 

In every village members of the survey team observed which languages were being spoken, by whom 
and to whom, and recorded these observations. Language use observations gave valuable insights into 
language vitality. 

2.2 Sampling 
The survey team collected data in all three of the villages where Bebeli was reported to be spoken: 
Morokea, Mosa and Banaule.6 These villages and the length of time spent in each are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Work schedule 
Dates Village
6–7 November Morokea
7–8 November Mosa
8–9 November Banaule

 

For group interviews respondents were chosen based on availability. In an effort to gain the opinions 
of all demographic groups, everyone who was in the village at the time was invited to participate. For 
individual interviews respondents were chosen based on their position in the school or church. 
Headmasters, catechists and pastors were interviewed when possible, or, if they were not available, 
someone else in a position of leadership was chosen. Spokespeople for the wordlists were chosen by the 
community, but were required to have been born and raised in the village under consideration. Data 
collection was completed by Bonnie MacKenzie, Juliann Spencer and Sara Van Cott. 

                                                            

4Potter et al. (2008:66–69) published a copy of the standard SIL-PNG language use interview. 
5See section 3.3 for more information on the methodology of the lexicostatistic comparison. 
6The 2000 census showed a village named Mosa, as well as seven other census points labeled Moka 1 through Moka 7. 
While in the area, the survey team asked about these census points and were told that they were not Bebeli villages. 
They most likely represent settlements in a geographic area loosely termed “Mosa.” 
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2.3 Critique 
During the course of the survey, the Ambul, Amio-Gelimi, Avau and Bebeli wordlists were all elicited by 
Juliann Spencer, but the Aiklep, Gimi, Aighon, Mangseng, Nakanai and Bola wordlists were obtained by 
other linguists at different times. Even though Spencer sought to be consistent in the methodology used 
for the wordlists she elicited, it is probable that there were differences between her methodology and 
those of the linguists who provided the other wordlists. These differences may have had an effect on the 
results of the lexicostatistic comparison between Bebeli and neighbouring languages. Comparison of 
wordlists elicited by different linguists tends to be inconsistent and affect the reliability of the results.  

For example, the Aiklep and Gimi wordlists used in the lexicostatistic comparison were written 
phonemically, rather than phonetically like the rest of the wordlists. This discrepancy could have an 
impact on the results of the comparison. For the comparison, the symbol ‘ng’ was interpreted as the 
phone [ŋ] and the symbol ‘y’ was interpreted as the phone [j]. 

In addition, surveyors do not have time to become very knowledgable about the language;  
consequently, they will produce a less reliable list than one obtained in a survey situation by a linguist 
who knows the language well. 

Reported language use data are often subjective, because the villagers’ perceptions of their language 
use may differ from their actual language use. However, the fact that the reported and observed 
language use data are generally consistent gives greater credibility to both sources of data. See section 
4.2.5 for a summary of reported and observed language use. 

3 Language and dialect boundaries 
Previous research (Johnston 1980) suggests that the Bebeli language is spoken in three villages: 
Morokea, Mosa and Banaule. Recognizing that there are numerous factors, both linguistic and social, 
which may affect how one defines a dialect or language, the survey team sought to establish such 
boundaries in the Bebeli area on the basis of reported identification, reported comprehension and 
linguistic similarity. These areas were examined in a group interview guided by the SIL-PNG language 
use interview schedule to learn about language attitudes and reported comprehension and identification, 
and by using the SIL-PNG standard wordlist (190 items) to elicit words and phrases for comparison of 
linguistic similarity. 

In addition to the three points identified above (identification, comprehension and similarity), the 
team also researched language and dialect attitudes i.e. investigating what attitudes are held by the 
different groups towards each other. Attitudes were investigated through the language use interviews. 

It was not the goal of the survey team to be able to identify the precise geographical boundaries 
between languages or dialects, nor should any resulting maps be considered an indication of land 
ownership by the speakers of the language or dialect. 

3.1 Previous research 
Very little previous research has been done regarding the Bebeli language. Raymond Johnston 
(1980:124) writes that Bebeli “has not been studied to date.” Johnston lists Morokea, Mosa and Banaule 
as the only three villages within the Bebeli language area but gives little information regarding the 
classification of Bebeli, apart from stating that Bebeli and Mangseng are more similar to each other than 
to the other languages in what he refers to as the Whiteman family, which also includes the Kaulong, 
Sengseng and Miu languages (1980:123–124, 227). Johnston also provides a list of Bebeli phonemes, 
some limited grammatical information and a Bebeli wordlist. These can be found in The Languages and 
Communities of the Kimbe Bay Region (Johnston 1980:122–126, 144-151). 
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3.2 Reported language and dialect boundaries 
In all three villages it was reported that the Bebeli language is indeed spoken in Morokea, Mosa and 
Banaule villages. Reports indicate that each of the three villages speaks a slightly different variety of 
Bebeli, and no two villages were consistently grouped together as speaking the same dialect. People in 
Morokea said that Mosa and Banaule both speak the same variety, which is different from that spoken in 
Morokea. Respondents in Banaule said that Mosa and Morokea speak the same variety, which is different 
from their own variety. In Mosa, however, the people reported that two different varieties are spoken in 
Morokea and Banaule, both of which are different from that spoken in Mosa. People in Mosa said that 
Banaule residents mix in some Nakanai words, while Morokea residents mix in some Bola words. 

Respondents in Mosa said that the variety spoken in Mosa is the purest form of the language, since 
the other two villages are close to other language areas. They reported Morokea to speak the second 
purest variety. People in Banaule said that the variety spoken in Mosa and Morokea is the purest, and 
those in Morokea said that no village speaks a variety that is purer than the others. 

In Banaule it was reported that both children and adults can understand the varieties spoken in Mosa 
and Morokea. In those two villages, however, people said that adults can understand the varieties in 
other villages, but children can only understand some of other varieties. However, given children’s 
limited use and comprehension of the Bebeli language (see sections 4.2.1, 4.2.2 and 4.3.1), these reports 
may reflect a limited understanding of Bebeli in general rather than difficulty understanding the varieties 
spoken in other villages. 

3.3 Lexicostatistic comparison 
All three villages in the Bebeli language area share at least 81 percent lexicostatistic similarity, but not 
more than 84 percent, indicating that each village speaks a unique variety of Bebeli, which aligns with 
reported data. As reported, Morokea is slightly more similar to Bola than are the other two Bebeli 
villages, and Banaule is slightly more similar to Nakanai than are the other two villages. 

3.3.1 Methodology 
In each of the three Bebeli villages the same member of the survey team elicited 170 words and twenty 
phrases in the Bebeli language, using the standard SIL-PNG 190-item list. In addition, thirteen words not 
on the standard list were elicited in some villages but were excluded in the comparison. These additional 
words are included in the wordlists given in Appendix D. In all three villages the words were elicited 
from a Bebeli speaker whose parents were from that village and who had been born and brought up in 
that village. 

The words elicited in each village were compared using the lexicostatistic similarity method 
described by Blair (1990:31–33). When possible, affixes were excluded and only the roots were 
compared. Some items were excluded from the comparison for these reasons: it was believed that the 
wrong item was elicited, the word given was a Tok Pisin word or the item contained only morphemes 
that had already been compared in other items.7 Similarity percentages were then calculated using the 
WORDSURV computer program (Wimbish 1989). 

Following the same procedure, the Bebeli wordlists were also compared with one Aighon wordlist, 
one Aiklep wordlist, four Ambul wordlists, four Amio-Gelimi wordlists, six Avau wordlists, one Bola 
wordlist, one Mangseng wordlist and one Nakanai wordlist. More information regarding the sources of 
these wordlists can be found in Appendix C. 

                                                            

7See Appendix C for a list of excluded items. 
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3.3.2 Lexical similarity comparisons and interpretation 
The three Bebeli villages share between 81 percent and 84 percent lexicostatistic similarity and have 
much lower percentages with other neighbouring varieties, indicating that there are dialect differences 
among the villages, but that they can be considered the same language. Mosa and Morokea are slightly 
more similar to each other, at 84 percent, than either is to Banuale, with which they both share 81 
percent, but they are still different enough that they can be considered different dialects.  

The Bebeli wordlists were also compared with wordlists from the Aighon, Aiklep, Ambul, Amio-
Gelimi, Avau, Bola, Gimi, Mangseng and Nakanai languages. Bebeli shares an average lexical similarity 
of 31 percent with Avau, 23 percent with Amio-Gelimi and less with the other languages in the 
comparison. 

People in Mosa reported that residents of Banaule use some Nakanai words, while residents of 
Morokea use some Bola words. Based on the lexicostatistic comparison, Bebeli villages have a very low 
similarity to either Bola or Nakanai. However, Banaule is, indeed, slightly more similar to Nakanai than 
are the other Bebeli villages, and Morokea is slightly more similar to Bola. Table 4 shows the similarity 
between the Bebeli villages and Bola and Nakanai. 

Table 4. Percent similarity between Bebeli villages and Bola/Nakanai 
 Morokea Mosa Banaule
Bola 16 14 13 
Nakanai 10 9 11 

3.4 Conclusions 
Previous research indicates that there are three villages within the Bebeli language area: Morokea, Mosa 
and Banaule. Reported language boundaries and the lexicostatistic comparison both confirm that these 
are, in fact, the villages in which Bebeli is spoken. Both reported data and the lexicostatistic comparison 
indicate each village speaks a distinct variety of the language so that Bebeli may be said to have three 
dialects corresponding to the three villages. Adults in all three villages and children in Banaule are 
reported to understand the other dialects, while children in Mosa and Morokea have partial 
understanding of the other dialects. However, in light of children’s limited use of Bebeli, their limited 
comprehension of the other dialects may reflect limited proficiency in Bebeli in addition to differences 
between the varieties.  

4 Language vitality 
Lynn Landweer (2006:213–214) has identified three themes that impact ethnolinguistic vitality: 
opportunity for contact with other language groups, actual language use and language attitudes. The 
data presented in the following three sections, which address these three themes, were collected with the 
goal of assessing language vitality. 

4.1 Opportunity for contact with other languages 
Contact with other languages is an indicator of potential language shift. “As a shift in language 
allegiance can not occur without contact with an alternative code or codes, evidence of such contact, or 
lack thereof, can indicate the potential stability of a given language as the preferential code for a given 
group of people” (Landweer 2006:214). The less contact speakers of a language have with speakers of 
other languages, the more vital their language is likely to be. Bebeli speakers have extensive contact with 
outsiders, which is a negative factor for the vitality of the Bebeli language. 
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4.1.1 Immigration and emigration 
Immigration and emigration can have an impact on language vitality, because they can lower the ratio of 
speakers of various vernaculars living in the language area (Landweer 2006:193). According to Landweer 
(1991), immigration is less likely to negatively impact language vitality when immigrants are proficient 
in the local language of their new home and no more than ten percent of the population is composed of 
immigrants. Immigrants make up about thirteen percent of the population and only half of them are 
reported to speak Bebeli. Forty percent of all marriages in the Bebeli area involve an immigrant, 
although seventy percent of children of immigrants are reported to speak Bebeli. The threat of 
immigration on the vitality of the Bebeli language is great, because of the high percentage of immigrants 
and the fact that only half speak Bebeli.  

There are 240 adult immigrants living in the Bebeli area (143 men and 97 women), who make up 
approximately thirteen percent of the adult population of the Bebeli communities.8 Immigrants to Bebeli 
come from many areas of New Britain (the Bola, Nakanai, Muduapa, Uneapa and Kuanua language areas, 
and the Arawe region in south New Britain) as well as from all over Papua New Guinea (New Ireland, 
Manus, Bougainville, Central, Madang and Morobe Provinces, the Sepik and the Highlands). 

All immigrants to the Bebeli area have come because they each married a Bebeli person. People from 
Mosa and Morokea reported that both male and female immigrants move to their villages for marriage, 
because of their close proximity to Kimbe. Because of this, nobody from Mosa or Morokea has emigrated 
for marriage. There are approximately 1203 married people living in the Bebeli language area.9 Of these 
601 marital unions, approximately forty percent involve an immigrant.10 

Fifty-one percent (122 of 240) of all immigrants speak Bebeli. More female than male immigrants 
can speak Bebeli, as sixty percent (56 of 97) of female immigrants are reported to be able to speak 
Bebeli, while less than half11 (66 of 143) of male immigrants can speak Bebeli.  Some of the immigrants 
who cannot speak Bebeli are able to understand it, although they respond in Tok Pisin. 

Children of most immigrants were reported to know Bebeli. Of 206 immigrant parents for whom 
there is data, children of 145 (seventy percent) were reported to speak Bebeli, but these reports seem 
unlikely, given that few children of Bebeli speakers are reportedly able to speak Bebeli and children were 
rarely observed using Bebeli.12 Children of an additional twelve immigrants were reported to understand 
Bebeli, but reply in Tok Pisin. 

Fifty-three Bebeli adults have emigrated from the Bebeli language area,13 which represent 
approximately three percent of the adult population.14 Twenty-one of these emigrants have left the area 
to work.15 The other thirty-two emigrants (all from Banaule) have married people from other areas16 and 
moved there. People reported that emigrants from all three villages return to visit occasionally. 
Emigrants from Morokea and Mosa speak both Bebeli and Tok Pisin with their friends and family upon 
their return, while emigrants returning to Banaule use only Bebeli when they are visiting. Children of 
emigrants speak only Tok Pisin when they are visiting the Bebeli area. Only children of people who have 
emigrated to Banaule from Morokea or Mosa are reported to speak some Bebeli along with Tok Pisin 
                                                            

8Percentage of immigrants living in Bebeli communities = Immigrants / (Bebeli population, projected to 2009 * 
adult percentage of population) = 240 / (3163*.587) = .129 
9Married people living in Bebeli communities = (Bebeli population, projected to 2009 * adult percentage of 
population) * Percentage of married adults in Bebeli communities = (3163*.587) * .648 = 1203.13 
10Marriages involving an immigrant = Immigrants / (Married people living in Bebeli communities / 2) = 240 / 
(1203/2) = .3990 
1146% 
12See sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. 
13See Table 5 for a breakdown of work immigrants. 
14Percentage of Bebeli emigrants = Emigrants / ((Bebeli population, projected to 2009 * adult percentage of 
population) + emigrants – immigrants) = 53 / ((3163*.587) + 53 – 240) = .0317 
15See section 4.1.3 for more information about work emigrants. 
16For example, West New Britain Province, East New Britain Province, Sepik regions, Morobe Province, Central 
Province and Bougainville. 
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when they return to Banaule. The low percentage of emigrants in the Bebeli language area and their 
language use patterns indicate that emigration is not likely to have a significant impact on language 
vitality. 

4.1.2 Transportation 
Landweer (2006:174–177) has pointed out that the language vitality of communities with easy access to 
a population centre where they are likely to mix with speakers of other languages on a regular basis is at 
greater risk than the vitality of communities with less access to large population centres. People in the 
Bebeli area have easy access to Kimbe town, where they interact with speakers of many languages. 
Speakers from other areas also have easy access to the Bebeli area via the Kimbe-Hoskins highway. This 
level of contact between Bebeli speakers and outsiders is a major risk for the vitality of the Bebeli 
language. The distance and relative difficulty of travel between Bebeli villages also have a negative effect 
on language vitality, as the Bebeli villages are spread out and interspersed among people speaking many 
other languages. 

Road Travel 
All three of the Bebeli villages are near the Kimbe-Hoskins highway. The road goes through the middle 
of Banaule; Morokea is less than one kilometre from the road; and Mosa is about five kilometres from the 
road. People from Mosa and Banaule reported that many people travel to Kimbe once every other week 
via public transportation. People from Morokea reported that they sometimes travel to Mosa, Banaule, 
Hoskins and Talasea, while those from Banaule reportedly travel farther to the Talasea area,17 Bialla,18 in 
East New Britain, Gasmata and Amio.19 

People from each village have easy access to public transportation, and many were reported to use it 
on a regular basis. Most people travel to Kimbe at least once every two weeks. At the time of the survey, 
travelling from Mosa to Kimbe on public transportation cost three kina,20 and travelling from Banaule to 
Kimbe cost four kina,21 so the cost of travel is not prohibitive. Many public motor vehicles regularly 
travel from Mosa and Banaule to Kimbe and Hoskins and back. People in Banaule own two public motor 
vehicles and one private car; those in Mosa own two private cars, which are often used for public 
transportation; and people in Morokea have one vehicle. 

Air Travel 
When the Bebeli people travel by air, they use the Hoskins airstrip, a thirty-minute drive east from 
Morokea and a ten-minute drive from Banaule. People reported that they often travel by air to Port 
Moresby, Rabaul, Buka, Lae, Kavieng, Kerema and Mt. Hagen. People reported that many people from all 
three villages have flown to these places in the past. Young people often fly back and forth to school in 
Rabaul or other places. People also occasionally fly to the south coast of New Britain to visit relatives or 
take care of business matters. 

                                                            

17In the Bola language area, west of Bebeli. 
18In the Nakanai language area, east of Bebeli. 
19Gasmata and Amio are located on the south coast of West New Britain Province. There are a few former logging 
roads that run from the north to south coast. 
20Approximately US$1.14 
21Approximately US$1.52 
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Trails  
People in the Bebeli area use trails to walk to other villages. Since the language area is geographically 
spread out, people in each village use different trails. People in Morokea live so close to Kimbe that they 
walk there, instead of going by car. They reported that to walk to Kimbe from their village takes from 
five to ten minutes. Those in Morokea also walk to Ruango, a Bola village about one kilometre north, 
and Morokea Village Oil Palm (VOP).22 People in Mosa reportedly walk only to Gaongo, a Bola village on 
the main road. People in Banaule reportedly walk to Buluma (supermarket and village), Mai Mission and 
other nearby places. 

Water Travel 
Although the Bebeli area is relatively near the coast, people do not often travel by water. People in Mosa 
and Banaule reported that they never travel by water. Those in Morokea reported that they sometimes 
travel to Talasea, Kombe or Bali Island by dinghy or to Bali Island, Rabaul, Buka, Lae or Kavieng by ship. 
It costs 140 kina23 to travel by ship to Rabaul, and 250 kina24 to travel by ship to Buka. People in 
Morokea and Banaule reported that they sometimes use canoes to go fishing in the ocean. 

Summary of transportation 
Bebeli speakers have easy access to several kinds of transportation. The highway between Kimbe and 
Hoskins runs within five kilometres of all three Bebeli villages, and public transportation on this 
highway is affordable. There is an airstrip in Hoskins, only a ten-minute drive from Banaule village, and 
many people have reportedly flown from there. Residents of Morokea are able to walk to Kimbe, and 
people in all three villages travel to other places by foot. Bebeli speakers are also able to travel outside 
their language area by ship, although they do not often do so. The fact that Bebeli speakers can easily 
travel to population centres where they have contact with speakers of other languages could pose a 
threat to the vitality of the Bebeli language. 

4.1.3 Economics 
According to Landweer, language communities that do not need to use a second language to meet their 
perceived economic needs typically have higher language vitality than those that are dependent on an 
economic base outside the language area (2006:209). The Bebeli people can meet some of their 
economic needs from within their own area; however, they also have much contact with the outside Tok 
Pisin-speaking world, which could have a negative effect on language vitality. 

Many Bebeli people still tend gardens, which provide the majority of their food. Within each village, 
people can buy fish, fruits, vegetables, tobacco and betel nut from each other, and these interactions take 
place in both Tok Pisin and Bebeli. There are around twenty trade stores in the Bebeli area: seven in 
Morokea, two in Mosa and around ten in Banaule. People from all three villages buy food, clothing and 
other items from stores and the market in Kimbe. Only a few Bebeli people are employed in stores in 
Kimbe. Bebeli people no longer trade with people from other villages or language areas. 

The palm oil industry has a major presence in and around the Bebeli area. Much garden land has 
been cleared, and oil palm trees planted. Many settlements inhabited by industry workers have been 
established throughout the area. Although the industry was established in the 1960s, it employs very few 
Bebeli people – only a doctor from Morokea and two truck drivers from Mosa. However, people are able 
to earn money by harvesting and selling the oil palm fruits. People also grow and sell other cash crops: 
                                                            

22A settlement established by employees of the local oil palm industry. 
23Approximately US$53.20 
24Approximately US$95 
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coconuts and cacao beans. People speak Tok Pisin when selling coconuts, cacao beans and oil palm 
fruits. 

A small proportion of the Bebeli population has left the area to work elsewhere. At the time of the 
survey, seventeen Bebeli men and four Bebeli women were living outside of the language area in order 
to work. See Table 5 for a breakdown of the number of work emigrants by village and destination. 
Approximately one percent of the adult Bebeli population25 has left the Bebeli area to work. 

Table 5. Work emigrants 

  Morokea Mosa Banaule Men's 
totals Morokea Banaule Women's 

totals 
Grand 
totals 

Moresby 2 2 2 6 1 1 7
Kavieng 5     5 0 5
Lae     2 2 2 2 4
Wabag 1     1 0 1
Goroka 1     1 0 1
Rabaul     1 1 0 1
Sepik     1 1 0 1
Chimbu       0 1 1 1
Totals by 
Village 9 2 6 17 1 3 4 21 

4.1.4 Health services 
Bebeli speakers from all three villages have easy access to health care facilities, where they speak Tok 
Pisin with health care workers. People from Morokea use the large Kimbe General Hospital, which is 
approximately a ten-minute walk from the village. Five of Kimbe General Hospital’s staff members are 
from Morokea; however, they speak Tok Pisin with other people from Morokea at the hospital. Mosa has 
its own aid post, staffed by a Mamusi woman, who speaks Tok Pisin with her patients. Banaule also has 
an aid post, with one worker from Banaule and one from Bali Island. Both speak Tok Pisin with people 
visiting the aid post, although Bebeli people can speak some Bebeli with the Banaule man. 

When illnesses or injuries are too serious for local health facilities, people go to larger health centres. 
Those from Banaule go to Waloka and then Kimbe General Hospital, those from Mosa go to Kimbe 
General Hospital and those from Morokea go to Rabaul. Bebeli people visiting all of these facilities use 
Tok Pisin to interact with health care workers. 

People in Mosa and Banaule reported that health workers sometimes visit their villages to give 
immunizations, raise awareness about health issues and do check-ups for children and pregnant women. 
These visiting health workers use Tok Pisin. 

4.1.5 Summary of contact with other languages 
The Bebeli people’s extensive contact with people from other language groups is a strong negative 
indicator of ethnolinguistic vitality. The relatively high percentage of immigrants to the Bebeli area and 
the fact that only about half of them can speak Bebeli are both negative indicators of vitality. Bebeli 
people have easy access to Kimbe town and often interact with speakers of other languages there. The 
Bebeli-speaking people can meet some of their economic needs using their own vernacular, but they still 
                                                            

25Percentage of Bebeli people who have emigrated to work elsewhere = (work emigrants) / ((Bebeli population, 
projected to 2009 * adult percentage of population) + emigrants – immigrants) = (21) / ((3163*.587) + 240 – 53) 
= .0102 
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interact often with non-Bebeli speakers. Bebeli speakers’ interactions with non-Bebeli speaking people in 
Kimbe, commercial or otherwise, are both negative indicators of ethnolinguistic vitality. Health services, 
which are only available in Tok Pisin, also have a negative impact on the vitality of Bebeli. 

4.2 Language use 
Language use is an important factor in determining language vitality. Language use is the second of 
Landweer’s three ethnolinguistic vitality themes, encompassing both domains of language use and code 
switching (Landweer 2006:214-217). The more domains in which the language is used and the less code 
switching that occurs, the stronger the vitality of the language is likely to be. 

4.2.1 Children’s reported language use 
Children in every Bebeli village speak Tok Pisin as their primary language. They can also understand 
Bebeli, and children in Morokea and Banaule can reportedly speak a little Bebeli. Children in Morokea 
can understand some easy words in English, and children in Banaule can understand English if they have 
been to school. However, people in Banaule reported that Tok Pisin is their children’s mother tongue, 
and respondents in Morokea said that Tok Pisin is like their children’s food, indicating that it is the 
language they live by. When asked which languages children use when they are speaking to their 
grandparents, parents, siblings and friends, and when they are angry, respondents in all three villages 
said that children use only Tok Pisin in all of those situations. The vigorous use of Tok Pisin by children 
indicates a low vitality for the Bebeli language. 

In Banaule it was reported that children can speak Bebeli by the time they are about eight years old, 
but that they are not fluent until they are fifteen or sixteen. Respondents in the other two villages said 
that children do not speak Bebeli until they are teenagers, and do not speak it fluently until they are at 
least twenty. About seventy percent of children with an immigrant parent were reported to be able to 
speak Bebeli. Children of 87 of 145 (sixty percent) of these immigrants are from Banaule, while children 
of only 58 (forty percent) are from Morokea and Mosa combined. Some other children of immigrants 
were also reported to understand Bebeli but without being able to speak it. Children with one Bola 
parent were reported to understand Bola. 

Children in Mosa reportedly mix a little Bebeli with Tok Pisin, and those in Morokea and Banaule 
mix a lot of Bebeli with Tok Pisin. Respondents in all three villages said that they do not like the fact 
that children speak more Tok Pisin than Bebeli because their language will be lost and then they will 
lose their traditional customs. They indicated, however, that intermarriage would make it difficult to 
reverse this trend. 

4.2.2 Children’s observed language use 
Observations of children’s language use align with reported data, as children were observed to speak 
primarily Tok Pisin and only a little Bebeli. Out of twenty-six observed instances of children’s speech, 
twenty-four were in Tok Pisin and only two were in Bebeli. On three additional occasions, children were 
observed using only Tok Pisin for an extended period of time. Once, a group of children was observed 
using both Tok Pisin and Bebeli, and another group was observed using mostly Bebeli with some Tok 
Pisin. During the wordlist elicitation in Banaule, children sometimes said the words in Bebeli before the 
spokesperson did, indicating that children do know some Bebeli. 

When speaking to children, adults were observed using mostly Tok Pisin with some Bebeli, 
indicating that while some children are able to understand Bebeli, most are more comfortable with Tok 
Pisin. Adults were observed speaking to children fifty times; thirty-seven of those occasions were in Tok 
Pisin, four included both Tok Pisin and Bebeli and only nine were in Bebeli alone. 
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4.2.3 Adults’ reported language use 
Adults in the Bebeli language area can speak Bebeli, Tok Pisin and a little English. In Banaule adults 
reportedly use more Bebeli than those in the other two villages do. Older adults tend to use more Bebeli 
than younger adults do, and adults of all ages generally use more Bebeli with older people and more Tok 
Pisin with children. The fact that more Tok Pisin is spoken to and by younger people indicates that a 
shift from Bebeli to Tok Pisin is in progress; however, reports that young people learn Bebeli and speak it 
fluently by the time they are in their twenties mean that the outcome of the shift is not yet known. In 
some parts of the country, functioning as an adult necessitates the local vernacular, while children’s 
speech is not considered important. In these areas, even though young people may continue to learn the 
language and the community may remain bilingual for the present, it is not known if the situation will 
remain stable indefinitely. Not enough information is available to know if this could be the case in 
Bebeli.  

Everyone in the Bebeli language area can speak Tok Pisin, and older men in Banaule said that Tok 
Pisin is like their food. All adults are also able to speak Bebeli, although in Banaule it was reported that 
young women only speak some Bebeli and often mix it with Tok Pisin. Young and middle-aged adults are 
able to speak a little English, as can older adults in Morokea. Older adults in Mosa and older men in 
Banaule can understand a little English. Many adults can also speak other vernacular languages such as 
Bola, Kaulong and Nakanai. Multilingualism in other vernaculars is discussed in section 4.2.9. 

Young adults in Morokea and Mosa speak Tok Pisin to their siblings and parents, although young 
men also use some Bebeli with their parents, and young men and women in Banaule also use some with 
their siblings. Parents of young adults speak both Tok Pisin and Bebeli to them. 

Middle-aged adults reportedly use only Bebeli with their parents and primarily Bebeli with their 
spouses. They use mostly Bebeli with their siblings, although adults in Morokea use both Bebeli and Tok 
Pisin with their siblings, and middle-aged women in Mosa use mostly Tok Pisin, with some Bebeli. 
Middle-aged adults in all three villages use primarily Tok Pisin, along with some Bebeli, when speaking 
to children. The parents of middle-aged adults use primarily Bebeli when speaking to them. 

Older adults use Bebeli when speaking to their spouses and siblings. In Morokea and Mosa older 
adults use primarily Tok Pisin, with some Bebeli, when speaking to children, but those in Banaule use 
primarily Bebeli, although older men use some Tok Pisin as well. 

Adults in Banaule reportedly use more Bebeli than do adults in the other two villages. In Banaule 
young and middle-aged adults use more Bebeli with their siblings, and older adults use more Bebeli with 
children. 

Respondents in all three villages made comments indicating that they consider Tok Pisin to be the 
main language spoken in the Bebeli language area. People in Morokea said that Tok Pisin is being spoken 
at the expense of Bebeli, those in Mosa remarked that Tok Pisin is their mother tongue and respondents 
in Banaule said that they are concerned that the Bebeli language is dying. 

4.2.4 Adults’ observed language use 
Adults were observed using roughly equal amounts of Bebeli and Tok Pisin. Out of ninety instances of 
observed speech by adults, forty-eight were in Tok Pisin and forty-two were in Bebeli. In addition, on 
twenty-five separate occasions, adults were observed using both Bebeli and Tok Pisin within the same 
conversation, but these observations are discussed in more detail in section 4.2.10. 

4.2.5 Summary of reported and observed language use 
Adults in the Bebeli language area speak both Bebeli and Tok Pisin. Observations indicate that adults use 
approximately equal amounts of Bebeli and Tok Pisin, and reports indicate that older adults tend to 
speak more Bebeli than younger adults, and adults tend to speak more Bebeli to older people and more 
Tok Pisin to children. Adults in Banaule reportedly speak a bit more Bebeli than those in the other two 
villages do. In all three villages it was reported that many children are able to understand Bebeli, and 
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some can speak it, but Tok Pisin is the primary language used by most children throughout the language 
area. Observations of children’s language use confirmed these reports, as children were rarely observed 
speaking Bebeli, although adults were sometimes observed speaking Bebeli to children. The fact that 
Bebeli is more often spoken to and by older adults compared to younger adults, combined with 
children’s widespread use of Tok Pisin, suggests that a shift from Bebeli to Tok Pisin has started. 
Nevertheless, children still learn Bebeli and speak it fluently by the time they are in their twenties, 
indicating that it is not yet certain how swift or complete the shift will be. 

4.2.6 Domains of language use 
In each village, the survey team asked which languages people use when organising traditional events, 
joking, arguing with family, playing sports, praying at home, holding village court,26 using local health 
facilities and going to town. Tok Pisin is used to some extent in all of these domains, and it is the 
primary language used in many of them.  Such widespread use of Tok Pisin is not a positive factor for 
the vitality of the Bebeli language. 

People in Morokea and Mosa reported that Bebeli is the only language used during traditional events 
such as weddings and funerals, but respondents in Banaule said that some Tok Pisin is used during these 
events as well. Lynn Landweer (personal communication, 14 April 2009) has pointed out that in a stable 
language environment, the vernacular is typically used for traditional events such as weddings and 
funerals. When a second language encroaches on these domains, as is the case in Banaule, language 
vitality may be at risk. 

Both Bebeli and Tok Pisin are used for joking, and Tok Pisin, along with some Bebeli, is used for 
arguing with family members. Tok Pisin is used during sporting events, although Bebeli is often used 
within a team of Bebeli speakers. Tok Pisin is used for prayer and holding village court. Bebeli people 
use only Tok Pisin when interacting with health care staff at Kimbe General Hospital and the aid posts at 
Mosa and Banaule. Sports, prayer, court and health care facilities are all domains that have been 
introduced from outside Bebeli culture, and the use of a secondary language in introduced domains is 
not as great a threat to language vitality as when a second language is used in more traditional domains 
(Landweer, personal communication, 14 April 2009). 

Bebeli speakers use Tok Pisin when they go to Kimbe town. In Banaule, however, respondents 
mentioned that they often use Bebeli if they see other Bebeli speakers in town. 

Bebeli is the primary language used for traditional events, and it is the only language used for these 
events in two of the three villages. However, Tok Pisin is used in the other seven domains and is the 
primary language used in six of them. The fact that Tok Pisin is used in nearly every domain is not a 
positive sign for the vitality of the Bebeli language. 

4.2.7 Language use in schools 
Early education in much of Papua New Guinea is divided between elementary school, which includes a 
year of prep and grades one and two; and primary school, which includes grades three through eight. 
Elementary schools are intended to allow children to start learning close to home in their first language, 
when possible, before bridging to English and attending primary school, which is often farther away. If 
the majority of the children are from one language group, instruction in elementary school is sometimes 
in the local vernacular. Some instruction in the vernacular may continue in primary school, if there are 
teachers who know the local language. In other cases Tok Pisin is used with a similar function. 

In the Bebeli language area Tok Pisin and English are the primary languages used in schools. 
Although one school teaches some Bebeli vocabulary, none of the schools uses Bebeli as a language of 
instruction. This situation could pose a threat to the vitality of the Bebeli language. 

                                                            

26In Papua New Guinea, court cases are often resolved by local government representatives within the village. 
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Students from the Bebeli area attend seven schools in or near the language area. Table 6 shows a list 
of schools attended by Bebeli students. 

Table 6. Schools attended by Bebeli students 
School Location Year Started Grades Offered 
Laheri Elementary Mosa 2009 EP, E1 
Morokea Elementary Morokea 1998 EP, E1, E2 
Banaule Elementary Banaule 1 2008 EP, E1, E2 
Davalu Elementary Banaule 2 ? EP, E1, E2 
Laheri Primary Mosa 1980 3 – 6
Ruango Primary Ruangoa 1983 3 – 8 
San Edmun Rice Primary Banaule 1953 3 – 8
aStudents from Morokea attend Ruango Primary school. Ruango is a Bola village. 

 

Bebeli students constitute a large majority (an average of ninety percent) of the student population 
at all schools except for Ruango Primary, which is attended primarily by Bola students. Bebeli students 
make up only eighteen percent of the student body at Ruango Primary.  

All schools attended by Bebeli students reported that they use Tok Pisin as a language of instruction; 
some schools also teach in English and one reported teaching some Bebeli vocabulary. Laheri Elementary 
reported using only Tok Pisin as the language of instruction, while Morokea Elementary reported using 
both Tok Pisin and English for instruction. Banaule Elementary and Dalavu Elementary reportedly use 
Tok Pisin for instruction but also teach some Bebeli and English vocabulary. Laheri Primary uses only 
Tok Pisin for instruction, while Ruango Primary and San Edmun Rice Primary use both Tok Pisin and 
English for instruction. 

Students can attend school through grade eight in the Bebeli area. If they continue on to high school, 
they can attend Kimbe Secondary or Hoskins Secondary. Some Bebeli students also attend technical schools: 
Poinini Agricultural and Technical, Hoskins Girls’ Technical, Moramora Technical or Don Bosco Technical. 

Most of the elementary teachers speak Bebeli well, while only about fifteen percent of primary 
teachers speak Bebeli. Nine of ten elementary school teachers are from the Bebeli area and of these, 
seven speak Bebeli well. The tenth teacher is from Manus but also speaks Bebeli well. Of forty-one 
primary school teachers, only six speak Bebeli. The other teachers are from various parts of New Britian 
(the Kuanua, Nakanai, Muduapa and Mengen language areas) and around Papua New Guinea (New 
Ireland, Madang and Sandaun Provinces). 

Although many elementary teachers are Bebeli speakers, Tok Pisin and English are the primary languages 
used for education in the Bebeli area. This is not a positive factor for the vitality of the Bebeli language. 

4.2.8 Language use in churches 
Institutional support is a key factor in ethnolinguistic vitality (Fasold 1987:221). In Papua New Guinea 
the church is often the primary institution functioning at the local level. In order to evaluate language 
use within churches, a member of the survey team interviewed a leader from each of the Bebeli area 
churches. The survey team also attended church services at both churches in Banaule in order to observe 
language use.27 Both reported and observed data indicate that Tok Pisin and English are the primary 
languages used by Bebeli churches, which could pose a threat to the vitality of the Bebeli language. 
                                                            

27On surveys we expect the Observer’s Paradox to manifest itself in language use patterns. The people will probably 
adapt to the perceived linguistic needs of the survey team and thereby change their behaviour to include more Tok 
Pisin for our benefit. However, we still report what we observe and balance those observations with what was 
reported during the interviews with church leaders. 
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Table 7 shows a list of churches in the Bebeli area. 
Table 7. Churches in the Bebeli area 

Church Name Denomination Village 
St. Martin Catholic Church Roman Catholic Morokea 
Mosa Christian Family Church Assemblies of God Mosa 
St. Laurence Anglican Mosa 
St. Francis Roman Catholic Mosa 
Banaule Tabernacle Worship Center Assemblies of God Banaule 
Mater Dei Sub-Parish Banaule Roman Catholic Banaule 

Reported language use in church services 
Churches in the Bebeli area use mostly Tok Pisin in services, but some Bebeli and English are also used. 
For other church activities, Tok Pisin is mainly used, as well as a little English; no Bebeli is used. At all 
six churches the sermon is given primarily in Tok Pisin. Three churches use Tok Pisin exclusively, while 
two also use small amounts of Bebeli and one also uses some English. For announcements all churches 
use primarily Tok Pisin. Four churches use only Tok Pisin, and two churches, one in Morokea and one in 
Banaule, also use a small amount of Bebeli. 

When praying in church, congregants at five churches use primarily Tok Pisin and congregants at the 
sixth church were reported to pray only in English.28 At three churches only Tok Pisin is used for prayer. 
One church in Mosa reported that some older women pray in Bebeli, and some other people pray in 
English; another church reported that a few people also pray in English. Of the four churches that use 
liturgies, three use a Tok Pisin liturgy, while one uses English. For Scripture reading four churches use 
primarily Tok Pisin: three of those use only Tok Pisin, and one also uses some English. The other two 
churches read mostly English Scriptures but also read some in Tok Pisin.29 

For singing two churches use primarily Tok Pisin, two use equal amounts of Tok Pisin and English 
and two use primarily English. Of the two who primarily use Tok Pisin, both reported singing some 
Bebeli songs as well. One of these churches also uses a little English and Bebeli, and the other uses some 
Bebeli and Bola and occasionally some songs in the other languages of people who have married into the 
area. Of the two churches that use equal amounts of Tok Pisin and English for singing, one also uses 
some Bola and Nakanai, and the other occasionally sings songs in the languages of people who have 
married into the area. Of the two churches that use primarily English for singing, one uses only English, 
and the other also uses Tok Pisin and Bebeli minimally. Table 8 shows a summary of the primary 
languages used in each church for each part of the service. 

                                                            

28St. Laurence Anglican Church reported that congregants sing only English songs, use an English liturgy and use 
English when praying in church. They use the most English of any Bebeli area church.  
29Both churches using primarily English Scriptures are Assemblies of God churches.  
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Table 8. Primary languages used in servicesa 

 Sermon Announce-
ments

Prayer Liturgy Scripture Singing 

St. Martin 
Catholic Church Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin 

and English 
Mosa Christian 
Family Church Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin - English Tok Pisin 

St. Laurence 
Anglican Church Tok Pisin Tok Pisin English English Tok Pisin English 

St. Francis 
Catholic Church Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin 

Banaule 
Tabernacle 
Worship Center 

Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin - English English 

Mater Dei Catholic 
Sub-Parish 
Banaule 

Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin, 
and English 

aThe table shows primary language use only: it does not list languages that churches use minimally, but 
only their primary language for each activity. For information on these lesser-used languages, see the 
preceding paragraphs. 
 

All of the Bebeli area churches have other activities in addition to Sunday church services. Five of 
the six churches have youth services and women’s groups that are held solely in Tok Pisin. Four of these 
churches also have children’s Sunday school classes that are held in Tok Pisin. The sixth church30 uses 
equal amounts of English and Tok Pisin in youth services, and uses mostly English and some Tok Pisin 
for its women’s groups and children’s Sunday school classes. The three Catholic churches all have 
devotional groups,31 which use solely Tok Pisin. Two other churches have prayer and fellowship groups, 
which also use Tok Pisin only. Table 9 shows a summary of all languages used in church activities 
outside of services. 

                                                            

30Banaule Tabernacle Worship Centre 
31Such as Legion of Mary, Charismatic, Divine Mercy, Sacred Heart, and Rosa Mystica. 
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Table 9. Languages used in church activities 

 Youth 
services 

Women's 
groups 

Sunday 
school Othera 

St. Martin Catholic 
Church Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin 

Mosa Christian 
Family Church Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin - 

St. Laurence Anglican 
Church Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin 

St. Francis Catholic 
Church Tok Pisin Tok Pisin - Tok Pisin 

Banaule Tabernacle 
Worship Center 

English and 
Tok Pisin 

Tok Pisin, 
some English 

Tok Pisin, 
some English Tok Pisin 

Mater Dei Catholic 
Sub-Parish Banaule Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin 
aFor St. Martin, St. Frances and Mater Dei Sub-Parish, devotional groups; for St. Laurence and 
Banaule Tabernacle Worship Centre, prayer groups. 

 

Four of the six Bebeli church leaders speak Bebeli and are working in their home village.32 The 
current pastor of Banaule Tabernacle Worship Centre is from the Sepik,33 and the catechist at St. Francis 
is from Pangalu and speaks the Bola language. The two non-Bebeli church leaders use Tok Pisin in the 
community, while two Bebeli church leaders reported using primarily Tok Pisin and some Bebeli, and 
two reported using equal amounts of Tok Pisin and Bebeli in the community. 

Observed language use in church services 
The survey team observed language use at one church in Mosa and two in Banaule. At St. Frances 
Catholic Church in Mosa, the sermon was in Tok Pisin. This aligns with reported data. 

During the service Mater Dei Catholic Sub-Parish in Banaule was observed using mostly Tok Pisin, 
with some English songs. The liturgy, sermon, prayers and announcements were all in Tok Pisin. Of five 
songs sung in the service, three were in English and two were in Tok Pisin. Mater Dei reported using 
only Tok Pisin, but singing some English songs as well, and those reports were confirmed by 
observations. 

Banaule Tabernacle Worship Centre was observed using mostly Tok Pisin and English during its 
service. Tok Pisin was used for prayer, announcements and three songs.34 Scripture was read in English 
and the sermon was in Tok Pisin, with some borrowed English words and English Scripture quotes. It 
was reported that Tok Pisin is used for the sermon, announcements and prayer, and English is used for 
Scripture reading and singing. These reports were confirmed by observations except that Tok Pisin songs 
were observed rather than English songs. It should be noted that the regular pastor was away, and the 
sermon and the singing were led by a lay leader. 

                                                            

32The church leaders at St. Martin, Mosa Christian Family Church, St. Laurence and Mater Dei Sub-Parish. 
33The interviewee, founder of Banaule Tabernacle Worship Centre, currently working as a church elder, is from 
Banaule and speaks Bebeli. 
34A fourth song was not sung in Tok Pisin or English, but the surveyor was unable to identify the language being 
used. 
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Summary of language use in churches 
Both reported and observed data indicate that Tok Pisin is the primary language used in Bebeli churches, 
both during services and for church activities outside of services. English is the second most common 
language used by churches. It was reported that small amounts of Bebeli are also used for some parts of 
church services, and four of the six church leaders use some Bebeli when interacting with members of 
the community outside of services, but Tok Pisin is clearly the predominant church language in the area. 
Such widespread use of Tok Pisin in the church, one of the major institutions in the area, could have a 
negative effect on the vitality of the Bebeli language. 

4.2.9 Multilingualism with other vernaculars 
People in the Bebeli language area can speak other vernacular languages, including Bola, Kaulong and 
Nakanai. The following paragraphs give reported data regarding multilingualism in the Bebeli language 
area. 

Older adults can speak Bola, as can middle-aged adults in Mosa. Middle-aged adults in the other two 
villages can speak a little Bola. Young adults in Morokea can speak a little Bola, and young adults in 
Banaule and young men in Mosa can understand a little. 

Middle-aged and older adults in Mosa can speak Kaulong as well. Young men in Mosa can 
understand a little Kaulong. 

All adults in Morokea can understand Nakanai but not speak it. In the other two villages older adults 
can speak Nakanai, and older women in Banaule said that it was like their food. Some middle-aged 
adults can speak Nakanai, young men in Banaule can speak a little, and young women in Banaule and 
young men in Mosa can understand some. 

Some adults in the Bebeli language area are able to speak other vernacular languages, but this 
multilingualism does not appear to pose a threat to the vitality of the Bebeli language. When Bebeli 
people speak a language other than Bebeli, it is usually Tok Pisin rather than another vernacular 
language. 

4.2.10 Code switching 
On at least twenty-six separate occasions within three days, the survey team observed people switching 
code between Bebeli and Tok Pisin. Some code switching consisted of one or two Tok Pisin words 
inserted into a Bebeli phrase, and at other times code switching occurred at the phrasal level. Many of 
the inserted Tok Pisin words and phrases referred to concepts that could easily be expressed in Bebeli, 
and code switching did not appear to be associated with a change in topic, setting or participants. A 
school headmaster in Morokea remarked that many children use Tok Pisin words without even realizing 
that these words are Tok Pisin, which would indicate borrowing. Unbounded code switching that does 
not follow a consistent pattern, as is the case in Bebeli, may be a sign of low language vitality (Landweer 
2006:191). 

4.2.11 Summary of language use 
Adults in the Bebeli language area use both Bebeli and Tok Pisin, although older adults tend to use more 
Bebeli, and younger adults tend to use more Tok Pisin. Children speak primarily Tok Pisin, and use only 
Bebeli minimally. Bebeli is the primary language used for traditional events such as weddings and 
funerals, and both Bebeli and Tok Pisin are used for joking, but Tok Pisin is the primary language used in 
all other domains. Tok Pisin, along with some English, is the primary language used for instruction in the 
schools in the Bebeli area, and Tok Pisin is the main language used during church services and for 
church activities outside of services. Unbounded code switching between Bebeli and Tok Pisin was also 
observed within the Bebeli language area. Some Bebeli speakers are multilingual in other vernacular 
languages, but they are speaking Tok Pisin, rather than other vernaculars, at the expense of Bebeli. The 
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widespread use of Tok Pisin within the Bebeli language area indicates a low vitality for the Bebeli 
language. 

4.3 Language attitudes 
Landweer’s third theme of ethnolinguistic vitality, language attitudes, deals with the prestige attributed 
to a language both by speakers of the language and by outsiders, as well as the extent to which a 
language community is distinguished from the language groups around it (Landweer 2006:214, 217–
218). Language attitudes shape the perceptions of prestige “among other neighbouring and regional 
languages” and the “relative prestige of the language within the linguistic repertoire of the speech 
community” (Landweer 2006:206). The more positive the language attitudes of both insiders and 
outsiders are, the higher the prestige they will associate with that language, and “the greater the prestige 
a linguistic code enjoys, the more likely it will continue to be taught, learned and spoken” (Landweer 
2006:206). 

4.3.1 As reported by residents 
Bebeli speakers have a positive attitude towards their language and want it to be passed on to future 
generations. They recognize, however, that the current generation of children is not learning Bebeli well, 
and see this as a problem. The fact that they want children to learn their language is a positive factor for 
the vitality of the Bebeli language, but the fact that many children are not actually learning it does not 
bode well for the future of Bebeli. 

When asked which languages are important for children to learn well, respondents in Morokea said 
they want their children to learn English and Tok Pisin because those languages are good for education. 
They did not mention Bebeli. People in Mosa want their children to know both Bebeli and Tok Pisin 
well, and those in Banaule mentioned only Bebeli. 

In all three villages respondents were asked in which language they prefer to hear stories. People in 
both Mosa and Banaule said that Tok Pisin is the best language for stories, although those in Banaule 
remarked that older people prefer Bebeli. Respondents in Mosa said that children would get angry if 
stories were told in Bebeli, and people in Morokea said that Bebeli is the best language for telling stories 
but that children don’t understand stories in Bebeli. 

People in Morokea think that their children will use Tok Pisin and English when they grow up, 
because they spend a lot of time in school where those languages are spoken, and only hear a little 
Bebeli at home. They think that their children will speak Tok Pisin to their own grandchildren, and said 
that it is not good for Bebeli to be lost, but that it would be good for their children to know both Bebeli 
and Tok Pisin so that they can also communicate with people from other areas. 

Respondents in Mosa think that children will use Tok Pisin when they grow up, and speak Tok Pisin 
to their grandchildren. They said that this is not good, and that they want their children to learn three 
languages: Bebeli for use in their village, Tok Pisin to communicate with people outside the village and 
English. 

In Banaule people think that when their children grow up, they will speak Tok Pisin mixed with 
Bebeli, but use Bebeli when they want to keep something secret. They said, however, that this kind of 
language use is not good and will cause their language to die. They think that children will speak Tok 
Pisin to their grandchildren. 

Although Bebeli speakers expressed a desire to see their language continue to be spoken in the 
future, they recognize that many children are not learning it, and that, unless current patterns change, 
the Bebeli language may no longer be spoken. This situation indicates a relatively low vitality for the 
Bebeli language. 
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4.3.2 As reported by school staff 
Language attitudes reported by school staff are generally negative towards the vernacular, and school 
staff members gave mixed reports about the feelings of outsiders toward the Bebeli language. One 
headmaster reported that people from neighbouring groups like the Bebeli language, but others reported 
that people say it is a funny language and hard to learn. Only two teachers in the area were reported to 
be learning Bebeli. School staff members also reported that the Bebeli language is being lost, and some 
reports suggest that this is because people have negative views of Bebeli or simply do not care about it. 
These negative attitudes pose a threat to the vitality of the Bebeli language. 

A staff member from Banaule Primary said that people from other language areas say that Bebeli is a 
difficult language to learn. A staff member from Dalavu Elementary made the same comment and also 
said that some people think that it is a funny language. She said, however, that Bebeli people think their 
language is nice because they can understand other languages, but others cannot understand Bebeli. The 
headmaster from Laheri Primary, who is a Nakanai speaker, said that people from neighbouring 
languages like Bebeli and can understand it. He also said that the Bebeli people are proud of their 
language, and that two teachers (a married couple from south New Britain) are learning Bebeli. 

An elementary teacher from Morokea said that people do not feel like Bebeli is really their language; 
rather, it feels like a foreign language to them. He said the people are not happy to use their own 
vernacular, and because of this, the language and culture will be lost. His elementary school, designed to 
teach in vernacular, no longer teaches in Bebeli because parents want them to teach in Tok Pisin. Parents 
feel that their children, if educated in Bebeli, would not succeed academically. The parents themselves 
have not taught children Bebeli, and as a result, children cannot speak Bebeli. The deputy headmaster at 
Ruango Primary said that literature in Bebeli would help to preserve the language and culture, and 
suggested that the low level of interest that the Bebeli people place on their language and culture would 
be increased by promoting the vernacular through written materials. This indicates that the Bebeli 
people currently have a negative attitude towards their language or that other factors are causing the 
language to be lost. The headmaster at Ruango Primary said that the Bebeli people need to be proud of 
their language. He feels that their language is special, because other people do not know it and it is only 
spoken in a small area. 

None of the three primary schools attended by Bebeli students (Laheri Primary, Banaule Primary and 
Ruango Primary) has a policy forbidding children to use languages other than English or Tok Pisin at 
school. However, as one headmaster commented, children do not use Bebeli at school because they do 
not know it. 

4.3.3 As reported by church leaders 
Some church leaders have positive attitudes towards using literature in Bebeli, which indicate positive 
attitudes towards Bebeli in general. However, three out of five mother tongue Bebeli-speaking church 
leaders speak as much Tok Pisin in their villages as Bebeli; the other two speak more Tok Pisin than 
Bebeli. Church leaders expressed positive attitudes towards the Bebeli language and do use some Bebeli 
with people in the community. However, given their widespread use of Tok Pisin, the positive attitudes 
they expressed may not be attitudes that they would be willing to put into practice. Church leaders’ 
positive attitudes towards Bebeli could be a positive factor for the vitality of the language, but the 
limited extent to which they act on those attitudes could limit the extent of their influence. 

When asked, three out of five church leaders said that they think there is a need for Bebeli 
Scriptures. This indicates that they have a positive attitude towards Bebeli, because they feel it is an 
appropriate language for what they consider to be a sacred book. The other two leaders did not express a 
definite need for Bebeli Scriptures, but this does not necessarily indicate a negative view of Bebeli, since 
their reasons did not imply that Bebeli is not an appropriate language for Scripture. Similarly, while 
three Bebeli church leaders said they would not choose to read Bebeli Scriptures in church, their choices 
were not based on whether or not the Bebeli language was an appropriate medium for Scripture, but 
rather on pragmatic reasons, such as everyone understanding Tok Pisin, but not understanding Bebeli. 
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Five of the six church leaders interviewed are mother tongue Bebeli speakers, but they all speak Tok 
Pisin as well. Three of them reported speaking equal amounts of Tok Pisin and Bebeli in their villages, 
outside of church services, and the other two reported speaking mostly Tok Pisin with a little Bebeli. 

4.3.4 Group identity 
Language vitality tends to be higher in communities with a strong internal cultural identity (Landweer 
2006:200–201). According to Fasold (1987:240), “[a] prevalent tendency to maintain a distinction 
between ‘us’ and ‘them’, that is, the ingroup and a particular outgroup, is one sign that shift is not in 
progress.” The culture and lifestyle of the Bebeli people are similar to those of surrounding groups, but 
they do some things differently from surrounding groups. The Bebeli people still observe some of their 
traditional festivals, although others, including parts of initiation, are no longer observed. People still 
have knowledge of some traditional crafts, even though others are being or have been lost. The Bebeli 
people live close to Kimbe town, and their villages are spread out; hence, people from many other areas 
live in settlements amongst the Bebeli villages. Despite these factors, the Bebeli people have managed to 
maintain some aspects of their traditional culture and an identity as the Bebeli people. This may be a 
positive factor for ethnolinguistic vitality. 

The Bebeli people’s lifestyle and culture are similar to those of neighbouring groups in most ways, 
but they have a few things that differentiate them, including their canoes, shrimp nets and shields. 
People in Mosa commented that their culture is the same as Aighon culture, especially concerning 
festivals and traditions. People in all three villages tend their gardens in the same way as the Bola and 
Nakanai people and reported that their traditional belief system is the same as those of people in Bola, 
Nakanai and Aighon. People in Mosa reportedly use the same kind of fishing nets as the Nakanai people 
use, but women in Morokea are reported to make a kind of shrimp net that is not used on the south 
coast. The way the Bebeli people make their spears is the same as those of other neighbouring groups. 
Bebeli canoes are reportedly a different shape from the canoes made by people in the Muduapa and 
Uneapa language areas, in Kombe and on the south coast of New Britain. Residents of Morokea and 
Banaule build canoes that are reported to be the same shape as the canoes made by the Bola people, but 
different in design and patterns. 

The Bebeli people still practice some of their traditional festivals. All three villages still have 
traditional celebrations for bride price and for cutting the hair of a firstborn child, and the Bebeli people 
reported that these are their two most important traditions. Traditional funeral feasts are still held as 
well, although traditional harvest feasts no longer take place. The Bebeli people also perform some 
traditional festivals35 from other areas and in other languages, including Nakanai, Aighon, Bola and 
Kuanua. Part of the traditional initiation for boys, shaving the firstborn boy, is still held in Mosa, but a 
traditional ceremony involving blackening the teeth has not been held since the 1960s or 1970s. In Mosa 
a small celebration is still held when a firstborn girl has her first menstrual period. Girls’ initiations are 
no longer held in Morokea, and gender roles may be changing as women are now allowed to enter the 
men’s house, which has traditionally been forbidden. 

The Bebeli people used to make a special kind of drum,36 but it is no longer made because they do 
not have the right kind of tree anymore. However, men are still reported to know how to make another 
kind of drum.37 Bebeli men in Banaule make and play traditional flutes, but there is only one man left in 
Morokea who knows how to make and play these flutes. Bebeli people still make traditional baskets and 
mats. 

Bebeli people have easy access to many outside goods because of their proximity to the provincial 
capital, Kimbe. Some people have generators, televisions and VCD or DVD players. There are some 
permanent and semi-permanent houses, as well as some houses made of traditional materials. The Bebeli 

                                                            

35In Tok Pisin singsing. 
36In Tok Pisin garamut. 
37In Tok Pisin kundu. 
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area is also spread out geographically, and there are people from a variety of language groups living in 
settlements among Bebeli villages. 

In summary, the Bebeli people have maintained some aspects of their unique, traditional Bebeli 
culture, even though they have many influences from Kimbe town and from nearby settlements. This 
cultural identity may positively contribute to the ethnolinguistic vitality of the Bebeli language. 

4.3.5 Summary of language attitudes 
The positive language attitudes of Bebeli speakers and Bebeli church leaders and the internal group 
identity of the Bebeli people are all positive factors for the vitality of the Bebeli language. However, the 
extent to which both church leaders and Bebeli people generally use Tok Pisin could limit the positive 
effect that their attitudes might otherwise have. The generally negative attitudes expressed by school 
staff towards Bebeli may be indicators of low language vitality. 

Bebeli speakers want future generations to know Bebeli and to have positive attitudes toward their 
language. However, the current generation of children is not learning Bebeli well, which is a concern for 
some Bebeli people. Although the Bebeli people’s positive attitudes towards their language could indicate 
positive language vitality, children are not learning the language, indicating that these positive attitudes 
of Bebeli people may not actually affect language vitality. 

While some school staff members expressed positive attitudes towards Bebeli, the overall attitude 
expressed by school staff members was negative. Some commented that neighbouring language groups 
have a negative view of the Bebeli language. School staff members also reported that children are not 
speaking the Bebeli language and that it is being lost, which is happening as a result of negative or even 
indifferent attitudes towards Bebeli. These negative or neutral attitudes may negatively affect Bebeli 
vitality. 

Church leaders have a generally positive attitude towards the Bebeli language. Some of them believe 
Bebeli is an appropriate language for the Bible, which they consider to be a sacred book, indicating that 
they have a high opinion of Bebeli. The attitudes of church leaders may be a positive factor on Bebeli 
language vitality, but the extent to which they use Tok Pisin could lessen the impact of their positive 
attitudes. 

The Bebeli people have an identity distinct from surrounding groups, but this identity seems to be 
lessening due to the accessibility of outside goods and the proximity of settlements and people from 
other cultures. However, the fact that the Bebeli people have retained some aspects of a unique cultural 
identity is a positive factor for language vitality. 

In summary, although school staff expressed primarily negative attitudes towards the Bebeli 
language, most other people expressed a desire for the language to be preserved, and church leaders 
indicated a desire to use literature in Bebeli. These attitudes, along with the fact that Bebeli people have 
some unique cultural practices that distinguish them from language groups around them, could indicate 
a positive vitality for the Bebeli language. However, the extent to which Tok Pisin is used by Bebeli 
people likely indicates that even positive attitudes towards Bebeli are not having a significant effect on 
the vitality of the language. 

4.4 Conclusions on language vitality 
According to Landweer (2006:213), language vitality can be assessed by examining three themes of 
ethnolinguistic vitality: opportunity for contact with other languages, actual language use and language 
attitudes. The Bebeli people’s extensive contact with other language groups and the widespread use of 
Tok Pisin are both indicators of negative language vitality. Positive vitality suggested by language 
attitudes is lessened by the limited extent to which Bebeli is actually used. The ethnolinguistic vitality of 
the Bebeli language is currently low. 

The Bebeli people have many opportunities for contact with other people groups. Their close 
proximities to the provincial capital of Kimbe and to surrounding settlements provide many 
opportunities for the Bebeli people to have contact with speakers of other languages. They have contact 
with speakers of other languages when they buy and sell goods, access health services and go to Kimbe. 
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There are also many immigrants in the area, and only half of them can speak Bebeli. The high degree of 
contact that Bebeli speakers have with speakers of other languages is a strongly negative indicator of 
language vitality. 

Adults in the Bebeli area use both Bebeli and Tok Pisin, but children speak primarily Tok Pisin. 
Bebeli is used as the primary language in a few traditional domains, but Tok Pisin is the primary 
language used in all other domains by people of all ages. Tok Pisin and English are the main languages 
used in schools, and Tok Pisin is the primary language used in church services and other church 
activities. Unbounded code switching between Bebeli and Tok Pisin was observed in the Bebeli area. The 
vigorous use of Tok Pisin in the Bebeli language area indicates low language vitality for Bebeli. 

Language vitality appears to be a bit higher in Banaule village than in the other two villages. Adults, 
children and immigrants in Banaule all use Bebeli more than people in the other villages do. When asked 
what languages they want their children to know well, people in Mosa mentioned only English and Tok 
Pisin, respondents in Morokea listed both Bebeli and Tok Pisin, and those in Banaule only mentioned 
Bebeli. More details regarding the relative language vitality of the three Bebeli villages are given in 
Appendix A. 

Bebeli speakers and church leaders have generally positive attitudes towards the Bebeli language, 
which are indicators of positive vitality, although their frequent use of Tok Pisin lessens this positive 
impact. The Bebeli people have an internal identity that is being corroded by their contact with other 
groups, but the fact that they still have some unique cultural practices that contribute to their identity as 
Bebeli people is a positive factor for language vitality. Generally negative attitudes expressed by school 
staff are also indicators of low vitality. Ethnolinguistic vitality in the Bebeli language area is therefore 
currently low, although it appears to be slightly higher in Banaule village than in the other two villages. 

5 Conclusions 
According to previous research, the three villages in the Bebeli language area are Morokea, Mosa and 
Banaule. These language boundaries were confirmed by current reports from Bebeli speakers and by 
lexicostatistic comparisons. Both reported data and lexicostatistic comparisons indicate that each village 
speaks its own dialect of Bebeli, but adults and some children are reported to understand the other 
varieties of Bebeli well. 

Indicators suggest that the vitality of the Bebeli language is currently very low. The Bebeli people 
have extensive contact with speakers of other languages, which is a negative factor for vitality. While 
adults speak Bebeli along with Tok Pisin, only some Bebeli children know Bebeli and they speak it only 
rarely, which is another negative factor for language vitality. Language attitudes seem generally positive, 
but their influence is lessened by the degree to which Tok Pisin is actually spoken. 
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Appendix A: Language vitality by village 
 

Table 10. Bebeli language vitality 
 Morokea Mosa Banaule 

Percentage (and number) of 
immigrants in each village 
whose children speak 
Bebeli 

64% 
(38 of 59) 

36% 
(20 of 55) 

95% 
(87 of 92) 

Languages spoken by 
emigrants when they return Bebeli and Tok Pisin Bebeli and Tok Pisin Bebeli 

Children’s proficiency in 
Bebeli 

Speak a little Bebeli, 
speak it by the time 
they are teenagers, 
fluent by the time 
they are in their 
twenties 

Understand Bebeli, 
speak it by the time 
they are teenagers, 
fluent by the time 
they are in their 
twenties

Speak a little Bebeli, 
speak it by the time 
they are around eight, 
fluent by the time 
they are teenagers 

Extent to which children 
mix languages 

Mix a lot of Bebeli 
with Tok Pisin

Mix a little Bebeli 
with Tok Pisin

Mix a lot of Bebeli 
with Tok Pisin 

Observed instances of 
adults speaking to children 

Bebeli: 1
Bebeli/Tok Pisin:1

Bebeli: 3
Bebeli/Tok Pisin: 1

Bebeli: 5 
Bebeli/Tok Pisin: 2

Young adults’ reported 
language use 

Use Tok Pisin with 
siblings and parents 

Use Tok Pisin with 
siblings and parents 

Use Tok Pisin, with 
some Bebeli, with 
siblings, and young 
men use Tok Pisin, 
with some Bebeli, 
with parents 

Middle-aged adults’ 
reported language use 

Use Bebeli and Tok 
Pisin with siblings 

Use Tok Pisin, with 
some Bebeli, with 
siblings

Use mostly Bebeli 
with siblings 

Older adults’ reported 
language use 

Use Tok Pisin, with 
some Bebeli, with 
children 

Use Tok Pisin, with 
some Bebeli, with 
children

Use Bebeli, with some 
Tok Pisin, with 
children 

Languages people want 
their children to know well Bebeli and Tok Pisin English and Tok Pisin Bebeli 
Languages people think 
their children will speak 
when they are adults 

Tok Pisin Tok Pisin and English Tok Pisin, with some 
Bebeli 

Languages used in town Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin, but Bebeli 
with Bebeli people
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Appendix B: Characteristics of the language 
Phonetics 
Table 11 and Table 12 show the consonant and vowel phones observed in the Bebeli language. 

Table 11. Bebeli consonant phones 

 

Table 12. Bebeli vowel phones 
 Front Back 
Close i u
 ɪ  
Close-mid e o
Open-mid ɛ
Open a

 

Thirteen different vowel sequences were observed in the Bebeli language, including ai, ao, au, ea, ei, ia, 
iɛ, io, oi, ua, ue, uɛ and ui. 

Morphology 
Table 13 shows the verbal prefixes used in the Bebeli language. These morphemes were excluded from 
the lexicostatistic comparison. 

Table 13. Bebeli verbal prefixes 
 Personal Impersonal
3rd singular pu- ɛ- 
3rd dual su-  
3rd plural si-  

 

In addition, the morpheme [-k] is used as a first person singular possession marker. This morpheme was 
also excluded from the lexicostatistic comparison. 

 
Bilabial 

Labio-
dental 

Dental Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal 

Plosive p pʰ p̚ b  t ̪h t tʰ t̚ d k kʰ k̚ g ʔ 
Fricative β v s h 
Nasal m  n ŋ  
Trill   r  
Lateral 
Approximant 

  l  

Approximant w  j w  
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Grammar 
Bebeli word order is generally SVO, and sentences are negated by placing a negative particle at the end 
of the phrase, as seen in the examples below.38 
(1) puɛtoho pu luba imɛn 
 man 3rd-SING-PERS hit dog 

‘The man hits the dog.’ 
(2) puɛtoho pu luba imɛn aso 
 man 3rd-SING-PERS hit dog NEG 

‘The man does not hit the dog.’ 
Adjectives generally follow the nouns they modify, as shown in the following example.39 
(3) puɛtoho hɛbu pu luba imɛn ɛtɛvɛsi 
 Man big 3rd-SING-PERS hit dog small 

‘The big man hits the small dog.’ 
Indirect objects occur after the direct object, as seen below.40 
(4) pu  ɛbika pu    pɛte imɛn ki sɛmɛme 
         man big  3rd-SING-PERS  give dog to boy 

‘The big man gives the dog to the boy.’ 
Verbs appear to be inflected to show tense, with the morpheme [kot] indicating past tense and the 
morpheme [ki] indicating future tense, as illustrated by the following sentences.41 
(5) putoho  pu    la 
   man  3rd-SING-PERS  go 

‘The man goes.’ 
(6)  ɛnunuɛn  pu    la kot̚ 
         yesterday 3rd-SING-PERS  go PAST 

‘Yesterday he went.’ 
(7) ɛlɛl   kʰi pu    la 
         tomorrow FUT 3rd-SING-PERS go 

‘Tomorrow he will go.’ 
Two phrases can be joined with the conjunction [o], as shown in the following example.42 
(8) puɛtoho  pu    luba imɛn  o  imɛn  ɛla 
    man  3rd-SING-PERS  hit dog  CONJ dog  go 
‘The man hit the dog and it went.’ 
 

                                                            

38Items 183 and 184, Morokea village. 
39Item 185, Morokea village. 
40Item 186, Mosa village. 
41Items 177–179, Morokea village. 
42Item 189, Morokea village. 
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Appendix C: Wordlist addenda 
Table 14. Wordlist sources 

Language Village(s) Date Transcriber
Aighon Zebu 2009 Seonok Jung
Aiklep Asailo 2010 Wayne Baker
Ambul Ambonge, Asepsep, Ayuvet, Melenglo 2009 Juliann Spencer 
Amio-Gelimi Amio, Kaskas, Atui, Poronga 2009 Juliann Spencer 
Avau Akam, Akiwak, Aringring, 

Asiwot, Avihain, Lulakevi 2009 Juliann Spencer 
Bola Harile 2000 Tim Jore and Michael J. Rueck
Gimi Mang 2010 Wayne Baker
Mangseng Lavege and Melei 1992 Lloyd Milligan 
Nakanai Karapi 1975 Ray Johnston
 

Some items were excluded from the lexicostatistic comparison because it was believed that the wrong 
item was elicited, the given word was a Tok Pisin word or because the item contained only morphemes 
that had already been compared in other items. For example, the word for ‘feather’ in some villages 
consisted of the morphemes ‘bird’ and ‘hair’, both of which were compared elsewhere. Table 15 shows 
which items were excluded in each village. 
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Table 15. Excluded items 
Item # Gloss Wordlists excluded Reason for exclusion
12 tooth Asiwot, Lulakevi, Amio, Banaule, 

Mosa, Morokea 
no new morphemes, 
possibly due to wrong 
gloss 

15 foot Asepsep, Ambonge, Melengo, Ayuvet, 
Aighon, Aringring, Akiwak, Atui, 
Nakanai, Banaule, Mosa, Morokea, 
Bola, Aiklep, Gimi

no new morphemes 

  Akam, Asiwot, Lulakevi wrong gloss 
17 shoulder Asepsep no new morphemes
18 forehead Morokea no new morphemes
20 elbow Asepsep, Ambonge, Melenglo, Ayuvet, 

Aighon, Aringring, Akam, Avihain, 
Akiwak, Asiwot, Lulakevi, Poronga, 
Atui, Kaskas, Amio, Mangseng, 
Banaule, Mosa, Morokea, Aiklep, Gimi

no new morphemes 

24 liver Mangseng no new morphemes
28 girl Ayuvet, Aringring, Akam, Avihain, 

Akiwak, Asiwot, Lulakevi, Banaule, 
Mosa

no new morphemes 

29 boy Ambonge, Asepspe, Ayuvet, Melenglo, 
Aringring, Akam, Avihain, Akiwak, 
Asiwot, Lulakevi, Poronga, Atui 
Banaule, Mosa, Morokea

no new morphemes 

30 old woman Aighon, Avihain no new morphemes
31 old man Ambonge, Asepsep, Ayuvet, Aighon, 

Aringring, Akam, Avihain, Akiwak, 
Asiwot, Lulakevi, Poronga, Atui, 
Kaskas, Amio, Nakanai, Banaule, 
Mosa, Morokea, Aiklep, Gimi

no new morphemes 

37 sister Morokea no new morphemes
49 person Ambonge, Ayuvet, Melenglo, 

Aringring, Akam, Avihain, Akiwak, 
Lulakevi, Poronga, Kaskas, Amio, 
Mangseng, Mosa, Banaule

no new morphemes 

52 he lies 
down Lulakevi, Atui, Kaskas, Amio, Morokea no new morphemes 

65 he kills Asepsep, Ambonge, Melenglo, Ayuvet, 
Aringring, Akam, Akiwak, Asiwot, 
Lulakevi, Poronga, Atui, Kaskas, Amio, 
Mangseng, Mosa

no new morphemes 

67 it burns Amio, Atui, Kaskas, Poronga, Aiklep, 
Gimi no new morphemes 

69 he swims ALL no new morphemes
79 bad Nakanai no new morphemes
87 old Nakanai wrong gloss 
109 stick Kaskas no new morphemes
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Item # Gloss Wordlists excluded Reason for exclusion
118 feather Asepsep, Ambonge, Melenglo, Ayuvet, 

Aighon, Aringring, Akam, Avihian, 
Akiwak, Asiwot, Lulakevi, Poronga, 
Atui, Amio, Mangseng, Mosa, 
Morokea, Aiklep, Gimi

no new morphemes 

133 sweet 
potato Atui Tok Pisin 

138 net bag Asiwot wrong gloss 
Aiklep, Gimi Tok Pisin 

152 all Aringring, Akam no new morphemes
161 not Aringring, Akam, Avihain, Akiwak, 

Asiwot, Lulakevi, Poronga, Atui, 
Kaskas, Amio, Mangseng, Banaule, 
Mosa, Morokea, Aiklep, Gimi

no new morphemes 

164 he Morokea no new morphemes
166 you two Amio, Atui, Kaskas, Poronga, 

Mangseng no new morphemes 
167 they two Aighon, Aringring, Akam, Avihain, 

Akiwak, Asiwot, Lulakevi, Poronga, 
Kaskas, Banaule, Mosa, Morokea, Bola

no new morphemes 

168 we 
(exclusive) Aiklep, Gimi no new morphemes 

170 they Akam, Avihain, Poronga, Atui, Kaskas, 
Amio, Mangseng, Morokea, Aiklep no new morphemes 

additional item we 
(inclusive) 

Asepsep, Ayuvet, Melenglo, Avihain, 
Poronga, Atui, Kaskas, Amio no new morphemes 

additional item widower Avihain, Akiwak, Asiwot, Lulakevi, 
Kaskas, Amio no new morphemes 
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Appendix D.1: Bebeli wordlists 
  Morokea Mosa Banaule 
1 head pʰalimi palumum palimikʰ43 palimi 
2 hair pakʰokʰi pakʰokʰikʰ pakʰokik 
3 mouth kʰua kuɛkʰ koromɛk 
4 nose noholimi noɣolimikʰ noholimi 
5 eye matʰa mɛtʰɛkʰ mɛtɛk 
6 neck hɪpunu ipʰunuk hikʰ 
7 belly kʰapʰa kʰɛpɛk kɛpɛkʰ 
8 skin kʰuni kʰunikʰ kʰunikʰ 
9 knee kʰɛvɛ kʰuvuna kɛvɛk kuwuna kɛβɛk kuβuna
10 ear t ̪h alaŋa tɛlɛŋɛk tɛlɛlimikʰ 
11 tongue manapʰa mɛnɛkpa mɛnɛk̚pa 
12 tooth kʰua kuɛk ɛkʰoa 
      koromɛkʰ 
13 breast mina (ɛ)minɛk minɛkʰ 
14 hand mini minikʰ minikʰ 
15 foot keve kɛvɛkʰ kɛβɛkʰ 
16 back kʰahini kainikʰ kainik 
17 shoulder lagɛpɛ nogdupunu dumupunu 
18 forehead matʰa rɛmɛk rɛmɛkʰ 
19 chin hɛpʰi ɛpɛkʰ lasiβa 
20 elbow koβona mini kuβuna minik kuβuna
21 thumb pʰanaha apʰotun minik pahɛbukʰ
22 leg keve kɛβɛkʰ kɛbɛkʰ 
23 heart kʰakʰum ɛlɛkʰum kʰotɛkʰ lɛkʰum
24 liver kʰote(muhukʰ) (mɛ) kotʰɛkʰ kʰotɛkʰ 
25 bone hini jinikʰ hinikʰ 
26 blood gogoru gogoru gogoru 
27 baby bribop̚ pubiriwop lapɛpɛso 

                                                            

43Probably “your head.” 
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  Morokea Mosa Banaule 
28 girl mɛmɛʔili teiliʔ teili 
29 boy mɛmɛʔtamani puɛtʰamana tʰamana 
30 old woman walehe buk tiwalebuk teiliɛbukʰ 
31 old man walehe buk puwalebuk putamanaebukʰ
32 woman ili tʰeili teili 
 unmarried 

woman 
kʰoβotʰen tikoβotɛni mɛmeli 

 married 
woman 

ili paraŋi tiparaŋi teili tiana 
33 man tʰamana puɛtʰamana tʰamana 
 unmarried 

man 
mani pumani pumane 

 married man tʰamana paraŋi puparaŋi puana 
34 father avo aβo aβo 
35 mother ani ani ani 
36 brother (a)tʰini tʰikʰ nunukʰ 
37 sister (a)nunu lukʰ tʰinikʰ 
38 name ɛnɛkʰ ɛnɛkʰ ɛnɛkʰ 
39 bird mɛn(ana)hakʰa imɛnti mɛnanakʰa 
40 dog mɛn imɛn (i)mɛn 
41 pig iga iga iga 
42 cassowary (i)taβo itaβo tʰaβo 
43 wallaby (i)pakʰasa pʰakʰasa pʰakʰasa 
44 flying fox ilabɛkʰa labɛkʰa labɛkʰa 
45 rat (i)makʰal imakʰal makʰal 
46 frog ikoru ikʰoru kʰoru 
 small frog kʰamsuk ikʰikɛrɛkʰ kʰɛrɛkʰ 
47 snake motʰo imotʰo motʰo 
 python matʰakoro matʰakoro matʰakoro 
48 fish ili ile ilɛ 
49 person tʰojo stamana seili sɛtoho 
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  Morokea Mosa Banaule 
50 he sits orɛhɛn purɛhɛru purɛhɛn 
51 he stands orɪmit purarumitʰ purumitʰ 
52 he lies down kʰonkʰonkʰɛleŋa pumatakaleŋ soskʰaini 
53 he sleeps okʰonkʰon pukʰonkʰon pukʰonkʰon 
54 he walks okʰikʰi pukʰikʰi pukʰikʰi 
55 the dog bites 

the man 
imɛn ɛkor puɛtohu imɛn korpu imɛn(a)gorapu

56 he eats pʰukʰɛn pukʰɛn pukʰɛn 
57 he gives it to 

me 
pʰupʰɛtekialo pupʰɛte pupɛtekʰialo

58 he sees pujealo puje puje 
59 he comes pume pumɛ pumɛ 
60 he says puboloŋ pubaloŋe pubolone 
61 he hears puloŋoi puloŋoi punonoi 
62 he knows puramahɛkɪmi rɛmɛkabɛle pupʰakʰi 
   karopie  
63 he drinks puin puin puin 
64 he hits punuba pulubai pulubapu 
65 he kills pusubɛbɛlepupuriŋi pulubatitiriŋi subulɛpu 
66 he dies puriŋikʰot̚ puriŋikotʰ purinikot̚ 
67 it burns (ɛ)kʰoneutut̚ ikʰon eutʰutʰ kʰonatutut̚ 
68 it flies ɛbɛbɛla puhola pubɛbɛla 
69 he swims puhehe puhehe puhehe 
   pubul 
70 he runs ɛhonon puonon puon 
71 he falls down ɛrupus pupapalakru purukurin 
 he trips not elicited pupapar pupapar 
72 he catches ɛsakʰomi pusakʰomi sakʰomi 
73 he coughs ɛkʰuhukʰ pukʰuhuk pukʰuhuk 
74 he laughs ɛlobobo puloβoβo puluβoβo 
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  Morokea Mosa Banaule 
75 he dances ɛtʰetʰi putʰɛtʰe putʰɛtʰe 
76 big ɛhɛbukʰ ɛhibukʰ ɛhɛbukʰ 
77 small (ɛ)tɛbɛsikʰ ɛtʰi ɛtʰitʰi 
   tɛbɛsikʰ 
78 good ɛlubul ɛluβul ɛluβul 
79 bad ɛhale ɛhale ɛgale 
80 long ɛloloi ɛloloi ɛloloi 
81 short ɛkʰokʰorokʰ kokorokʰ ɛkʰorokʰ 
82 heavy ɛmai ɛmai ɛmai 
83 light ɛlɛlɛhɛkʰ ɛlɛlɛhɛk ɛβoβolo 
  ɛmaisok  
84 cold (kokʰ)mɛrir (kok)mɛrir ɛmɛrin 
 feel cold not elicited not elicited inɛkmɛrin 
85 hot (ɛ)roroŋo roroŋo ɛrono 
86 new alaba ɛlaba alaba 
87 old ɛhɛgina ɛlaβuhu ɛlabuhu 
88 round kʰadal kʰadal ɛpʰokʰon 
  kʰum  
89 wet ɛpʰɛsikʰ pɛsik (ɛ)pɛsikʰ 
90 dry ɛpʰopʰu pʰopʰu ɛpʰopʰu 
91 full ɛrakirik rakirik irakiriki 
92 road igulukʰua gulukua igulukua 
93 stone ikʰum ikʰum (i)kʰum 
94 earth ikʰoli kʰole (i)kʰole 
95 sand imado imado imado 
96 mountain ilalolo idokʰ idokʰ 
97 fire ikʰon ikʰon ikʰon 
98 smoke kʰon(ɛ)kʰuwukna kʰon kinana ikʰon kʰina 
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  Morokea Mosa Banaule 
99 ashes (i)bubus bubus matʰa bubus 
   isukua 
100 sun naharo naharo naharo 
101 moon lɛβono lɛβono noβono 
102 star kirap̚ kirap kirap 
103 cloud gusasa lagusa lapʰabu 
104 rain ibitʰi bitʰi ibitʰi 
105 wind nɛhɛpʰu nɛhɛpʰu nahipu 
106 water (i)nɛkʰi nɛkʰi inɛkʰi 
107 vine kʰusu kusu (kʰolokʰ) inuɛ 
108 tree ikʰe ikʰɛ ikʰe 
109 walking stick ikʰodoʔ initok ikʰodo 
110 bark kʰɛkʰuni kʰɛkʰuni ikʰɛkʰuni 
111 seed ɛpʰina pʰina ɛpʰina 
112 root ɛsɛsɛli sɛsɛli ɛsɛli 
113 leaf ɛkʰokʰi kʰokʰi kʰɛkʰokʰi 
114 meat misa misa ɛmisa 
115 fat  ɛmunena munana ɛmonɛna 
116 egg (ɛka)kotʰel kutʰiliŋa kʰotɛl 
117 louse idɛr dɛr inutʰ 
118 feather (i)mɛnanahakʰ ɛkʰokʰi imɛn kʰokʰi ipʰau 
119 comb (of 

bird) 
(ɛla)balolo kabalalo kʰabalo 

   kʰadokok kʰalakʰoa 
120 wing kʰarapʰana lɛβulutʰi ɛlɛβulu 
121 claw gususna kɛβɛ ɛlɛpine ɛkɛβepʰa 
122 tail (dog) (ka)ɛlɛpʰe ɛlɪpʰi ɛlɛpʰe 
123 one (ɛ)kʰasok̚ kasokʰ ɛkʰasokʰ 
124 two ɛlukɛkɛ lukɛke ɛlukʰe 
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  Morokea Mosa Banaule 
125 three ɛmiokʰ miokʰ ɛmiokʰ 
126 four (ɛ)pɛnɛl pɛnɛl ɛpʰɛlɛn 
127 five ɛlimikʰapɛke limikapɛkʰe ɛlimikapɛkʰe
128 ten ɛnuhulkʰe ɛnulkʰe ɛnuhulkʰe 
129 taro  ima ima ima 
130 sugarcane itʰo itʰo itʰo 
131 yam imomo imomo momo 
132 banana ipur ipur ipur 
133 sweet potato imukʰulubi mulukuβe mulukuβe 
134 bean tʰitʰiɛkʰ tʰitʰiɛkʰ  
135 axe lapʰemu lapʰɛmu lapʰɛmu 
  nɛhe  
136 knife lavisu laβiso laβiso 
137 arrow kʰokʰomɛ  not elicited not elicited 
 fish spear takura tʰɛkʰusi tʰɛkʰusi 
 pig spear mɛnmatʰa larumsu larumusu 
 war spear pine ipine ipine 
138 net bag nohokʰo nohokʰo nohokʰo 
  kʰulopʰi kʰanikʰa  
139 house bɛle bɛle bɛle 
140 tobacco wat ̪h i watʰi iwatʰi 
141 morning nɛndlupa dulpa lɛdulupa 
142 afternoon nɛkʰulɛsik nɛkʰulɛsik̚ lɛkʰule 
143 night nɛmgɪliŋ nɛmgɪliŋ lɛmigili 
144 yesterday ɛnunue nunue ɛnunue 
145 tomorrow ɛlɛl ɛlɛl ɛlɛl 
146 white ɛpʰunpʰun ɛpʰun ɛpʰun 
147 black ɛgopgop ɛgop̚ ɛgop(gop) 
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  Morokea Mosa Banaule 
148 yellow mohokmohok ɛmohok ɛmomohokʰ 
149 red ɛβururu ɛpsikiki ɛpisikʰi 
150 green ɛkʰɛkʰɛsi ɛkʰobo ɛkekesɛ 
151 many ɛbus ɛbus ɛbus 
152 all simas (si)kʰatʰu ɛkʰatʰu 
153 this ɛvɛni ɛni ɛne 
154 that ɛvɛnu ɛno ɛno(n) 
155 what? ini ini ine 
156 who? aho aho aho 
157 when? ɛhɛkʰa ɛhɛkʰa ɛhɛkʰa 
158 where? ɛhai ɛdakʰo ɛhai 
159 yes  ɛ e e 
   kɛlɛŋɛha kʰɛnɛkʰa 
160 no ɛso ɛso ɛso 
161 he is not 

sitting 
norɛhɛnso purɛruso purɛnso 

162 I alo aloʔ alo 
163 you 

(singular) 
ino ino ino 

164 he inu pʰu pu 
 she  tʰi tʰi 
165 we two susum susum susum 
166 you two musum musum musum 
167 they two musum musum su 
   musum 
 we 

(inclusive) 
totokmas tʰokatu(ɛhi) tʰokʰatʰu 

168 we 
(exclusive) 

mɛmɛkɛlɛŋa mɛmɛkɛlɛŋa mɛmɛkʰɛna 

169 you (plural) momokʰ momokʰ momokʰ 
170 they  momokʰ mokʰatʰu si 
171 he is hungry puriŋima puriŋima nɛhɛpuntʰi 
172 he eats sugar 

cane 
puinitʰo puinitʰo puinitʰo 

173 he laughs a ɛlobobo bulahi puloβoβobus puriniki loβoβonu
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  Morokea Mosa Banaule 
lot 

174 one man 
stands 

pukɛtoho kɛpurimit̚ pukasokdobo purumitʰ 

175 two men 
stand 

sutoho lukɛkɛsurimit̚ sulukɛke dobo suluke surumitʰ

176 three men 
stand 

sɛtohomioksɪrimit̚ simiok dobo simiokʰsirumitʰ

177 the man goes putohopula pula pʰula 
178 the man went 

yesterday 
ɛnunuɛn pulakot̚ ɛnunue punapula ɛnunue pulakʰot 

179 the man will 
go tomorrow 

ɛlɛlkʰipula ɛlɛlpula ɛlɛl pula 

180 the man eats 
the yam 

putohopukɛnimomo pukʰɛnimomo pukʰɛnimomo

181 the man ate 
the yam 
yesterday 

ɛnunuɛ puɛto hopukʰɛni 
imomo ɛnunuepukʰɛnimomo ɛnunue pukʰɛn 

imomo 

182 the man will 
eat the yam 
tomorrow 

ɛlɛlkipukɛni imomo ɛlɛlpukʰɛnimomo ɛlɛl pukʰɛnimomo 

183 the man hit 
the dog 

puɛtoho puluba imɛn pulubaimɛn pulubaimɛn 

184 the man 
didn't hit the 
dog 

puɛtoho pulubaimɛnaso pulubaimɛnso pulubaimɛnso 

185 the big man 
hit the little 
dog 

puɛtoho hɛbupulubaimɛn 
ɛtɛvɛsi puɛbikapulubaimɛntiɛna puɛbu pulubai 

imɛnetʰi 

186 the man gave 
the dog to 
the boy 

puɛtoho pupɛte imɛn kipu 
ɛmɛmɛ tevesik 

puɛbikapupɛteimɛn 
kisɛmɛme pupɛte imɛn etʰi 

187 the man hit 
the dog and 
went 

puɛtoho 
pulubaimɛnopulakot pulubaimɛnopula pulubaimɛnpulakot 

188 the man hit 
the dog when 
the boy went 

puɛmɛmɛpula opu 
ɛtohopulubaimɛn 

puɛmɛmɛtipula opuna 
pulubaimɛn 

pulakʰe puna 
pulubaimɛn 

189 the man hit 
the dog and it 
went 

puɛtohopulubaimɛnoimɛnɛla pulubaimɛnoimɛn 
ɛrurula pulubaimɛn imɛn ila 

190 the man shot 
and ate the 
pig 

puɛtohopu bɛsigaopukɛni 
iɣa pubɛsigaokɛni pubɛsiga pukɛni 
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Appendix D.2: Ambul wordlists 
  Ayuvet Melenglo Asepsep Ambonge 
1 head tʰumu katʰumu kotʰumu kɛrtʰumu
2 hair kakñun kotʰumu kakañum kʰakʰanjun kɛrtʰumukakanjun
3 mouth kɛrlo kʰokloʔ kʰokloʔ kɛrlo 
4 nose jirlo jugloʔ jukloʔ jirlo 
5 eye mɛtɛr motok̚ motʰok mɛtɛr 
6 neck ɛlɛrlo oloklo olok̚loʔ kɛrkorkɛ 
7 belly kɛrɛtil kokɛtil kʰokɛtil kɛrɛtil 
8 skin iŋɛri iŋoki koknonoʔ iŋɛri 
9 knee kʰakum kukʰakum kʰakʰum kirkakʰum
10 ear lɛŋɛru loŋokru loŋokru leŋeru 
11 tongue kʰamamɛlo kʰokmamɛlo kʰok(loka)mamɛlo kɛrmamɛlo
12 tooth kʰanino kʰokloganino (kʰoklo) kʰaninoʔ kɛrlokʰaninoʔ
13 breast wiŋɛr wiŋok wiŋok viŋɛr 
14 hand imɛr imok imokʰ imɛr 
15 foot kɨr kʰuk kʰukʰ kɛr 
16 back kɛrwaŋ okwaŋgru kʰokwaŋ kɛrwaŋ 
17 shoulder kʰakʰakʰ imokʰagak̚ oloklo imomkʰakʰak̚
18 forehead rɛmɛrwo lomokuwoʔ romokwo rɛmɛrwo 
19 chin sɛpɛr sopok̚ (pun) sopok̚ sɛpɛr 
20 elbow kʰakum imok kakum imokʰakʰum imɛrkʰakʰum
21 thumb kʰapoŋop̚ imokaloŋoŋ ɛkupo imokʰaloloŋ kʰupoʔ imɛrkapoŋop̚
22 leg kɨr kʰuk kʰukʰ kɨr 
23 heart kapʰospʰos kokpʰospʰos ɛpus kɛrɛpʰus 
24 liver kʰakʰatʰ kʰakʰat kakʰat kɛrkʰakʰatʰ
25 bone kakai kʰakʰai kʰakʰai kʰakai 
26 blood walo kawaloʔ waloʔ waloʔ 
27 baby nokʰokʰokʰ kʰokʰoʔ nokʰokʰoʔ ulɛp(nokokoʔ)
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  Ayuvet Melenglo Asepsep Ambonge 
28 girl ɛlɨm ɛlimutʰu ɛlim mutu ɛlɨmudu 
29 boy (ɛ)tʰaman tamanutu tʰaman aiaŋutu tʰaman utu
30 old woman talim kairakʰrak  not elicited jupkairak  jupʰ irakʰ 

31 old man tukʰairakʰrak aikʰus kairak patʰirakʰ 

32 woman ɛlim talim ɛlim alim 

 unmarried 
woman 

akʰowot akʰowot kʰowot kowot̚ 
 married 

woman 
aulip aulip basu aulip 

 widow not elicited amjeŋ  amjeŋ  amɛmjeŋ 
33 man tatʰaman tatʰaman tʰaman tʰuatʰaman
 unmarried   

man 
aulo aulo auloʔ auloʔ 

 married 
man 

apini apiniʔ apini apini 
 widower not elicited ɛmot  ɛmotʰ ɛmotʰ 
34 father aijokʰ not elicited aijokʰ aijok̚ 
35 mother ainu not elicited ainu ainu 
36 brother tʰɨn tin tʰukʰ not elicited
   aikʰit aikʰɪtʰ aikʰɪt 
37 sister lutʰu lukutʰu tʰukʰ not elicited
   apʰa apʰa apaʔ 
38 name kasaŋ kʰokʰsaŋ saŋ kʰoksaŋ 
39 bird ɛmon ɛmon ɛmon ɛmon 
40 dog ɛmokoi ɛmokoi ɛun mokoi 
    eoun 
41 pig ʔɛh ɛ: ʔɛ: ɛː 
42 cassowary ɛtawu tawʊk̚ tau tau 
43 wallaby pasu taieŋgetop̚ taiɛŋgetop tuaieŋketop
44 flying fox aniβiaŋ anivjaŋ aniviaŋgop (a)niviaŋgu
45 rat akarikʰ (ɛ)karik̚ akʰarikʰ akʰaritʰ 
46 frog kʰamsurukʰ kʰam surukʰ kʰalo kʰamsuruk
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  Ayuvet Melenglo Asepsep Ambonge 
47 snake amatʰ amat̚ amatʰ amatʰ 
48 fish ɛlɨʔ ɛliʔ ɛliʔ ɛliʔ 
49 person ɛtʰamaniɛlim talim(jaŋ)tʰatʰaman tujop̚ alimjatʰaman
    tumuluk̚  
50 he sits sukʰomdo sukʰomdo suʔkomdoʔ sukʰomdo
51 he stands sɛtʰmitʰ segmiʔ sɛkʰmitʰ sɛk̚mitʰ 
52 he lies 

down 
mɛtʰɛpal sukʰon sukʰokʰonjɛn kʰonmɛtɛpal

   riŋ (ko)kʰondriŋ
53 he sleeps kuʔnokʰoŋ kuʔnokoŋ sukʰokʰon kutnokoŋ
  sukokʰon   
54 he walks knɛs knɛs knɛs knɛs 
55 the dog 

bites the 
man 

ɛmokoikori mokoikoriʔ eonkoroŋ eounkortu 

    eonkɛnwoŋ  
56 he eats kʰɛkʰɛni akʰɛni kʰekʰɛn kʰɛkʰɛn 
57 he gives it 

to me 
mɛʔ awai æwauwoŋg witimɛkataio

    ɛrisukataio
58 he sees mɛtʰɛkʰakʰi morokakʰi motokakʰi mɛtekʰakʰi
   amamatʰi mamat̚  
59 he comes kmɛ kmɛ kmɛ samɛh 
60 he says kʰakʰanɛs kʰakʰanɛs kʰakʰanɛs kʰakʰanɛs
61 he hears lɔŋi alɔŋi kloŋ lɔŋi 
62 he knows pɛtʰɛtʰ lok̚lorumi loklorum lolorum 
63 he drinks kʰin ain kʰin ɪn 
64 he hits puni puli pʰuni pʰuni 
65 he kills punilɛmatʰ punikamatʰ pami(ke)lɛmatʰ pʰaːmilɛmat̚
66 he dies matʰ(lɛ)gotʰ matʰkutʰ matʰkutʰ matʰkʰutʰ
67 it burns ɛkwonwilwil ɛkwon wilwil kwonwilwil kwonwilwil
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68 it flies joulɛ ju(lɛ) julɛʔ julɛh 
69 he swims joulɛ joʔ juʔ juju 
70 he runs soŋ tsɔŋ soŋ sɔŋ 
71 he falls 

down 
piol piɔl ploi ploi 

72 he catches kʰapakʰi kakʰapaki kʰakʰapakʰi kʰakʰapakʰi
   bɪri  
73 he coughs soŋgotʰ soŋgot̚ soŋgotʰ soŋgotʰ 
74 he laughs miːŋ mi:ŋ mi:ŋ miːŋ 
75 he dances tʰiʔ tʰiʔ tʰiʔ tʰi 
76 big kupʰoʔ kʰpoʔ kʰupoʔ kʰupoʔ 
77 small utuʔ utʰuʔ utʰuʔ utu 
78 good tuː tuwuʔ tʰuwoʔ tʰuwoʔ 
79 bad lowolo lowoloʔ lowoloʔ lowolo 
80 long malakʰ malak̚ malak̚ malakʰ 
81 short kakorkor kʰakorkor kakorkor kʰakorkor
82 heavy manikʰ manik̚ manik̚ manikʰ 
83 light malɪl malil malɪl malɪl 
84 cold kamimbriŋ kamɛmbriŋ kamimbriŋ kambriŋ 
85 hot wɛnwɛn wɛnwɛn bɛn wɛnwɛn 
86 new tɛŋɛn tɛŋɛn tʰeŋɛn teŋɛn 
87 old ɛnɪkʰ ɛnikʰ ɛnikʰ ɛnikʰ 
88 round ruɛwol ɛwol ɛwol ɛwol 
89 wet pusikʰsikʰ pusik̚sik̚ pʰusikʰsikʰ pusikʰsikʰ
    plikʰ plikʰ 
90 dry poipoi poipoi pʰoipʰoi pʰoipʰoi 
91 full sɛkʰol sɛkol kol sɛkʰol 
92 road ɛsolo (ɛ)soloʔ (ɛ)solo ɛsolo 
93 stone ɛkum ɛkʰum ɛkʰum ɛkʰum 
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94 earth ɛrup̚ ɛrup ɛrupʰ ɛrupʰ 
95 sand awaʔ awaʔ awaʔ awaʔ 
96 mountain ɛtʰitʰi ɛtʰitʰiʔ tʰitʰiʔ ɛlitʰ 
97 fire ɛkʷon ɛkwɔn ɛkwɔn ɛkwon 
98 smoke kaiau kaiau kaiau kaiau 
   kasum kasum  
99 ashes kamsiɛn kamsiɛn ɛkwon kapokaskas pokʰas 
    parap koropun 
    koromɛtɛ
100 sun ɛsinaŋ (ɛ)sinaŋ sinaŋ sinaŋ 
101 moon ɛjumuʔ ɛjumuʔ jumuʔ jumu 
102 star ɛumdikʰ ɛumdik̚ umdikʰ umdikʰ 
103 cloud awatʰ awat̚ awatʰ awatʰ 
104 rain ɛrɛ ɛrɛʔ ɛrɛʔ ɛrɛʔ 
105 wind kololo tolo kololo kʰololo 
106 water einuŋ einoŋ inuŋ inuŋ 
107 vine alɨk alɪk̚ alikʰlolo alikʰ 
108 tree ɛkʰɛʔ ɛkɛʔ ɛkɛʔ ɛkʰɛʔ 
109 walking 

stick 
ɛtukʰ ɛtuk̚ ɛtukʰ ɛtukʰ 

110 bark kʰakʰuklu ɛkekʰakʰukluʔ ɛke kakʰuklu ɛkekakuklut̚
111 seed kaiulkʰuʔ kaiulkuʔ kaiulkuʔ kaiuŋguʔ
    kakʰujuʔ  
 seedling  ɛkekʰaninoʔ kaninoʔ ɛkekʰanino
112 root kʰaŋaŋan kaŋaŋaŋ kaŋaŋaŋ kʰaŋaŋaŋ
113 leaf kakanjun (ɛke) kakanjun kakanjun kʰakʰanjun
114 meat kamujɛʔ kamujɛʔ kamujɛʔ kamujɛh 
115 fat  kamar kamar kamar kamar 
116 egg kaiulkʰu kaiunkuʔ kaiulkʰu kaiunku 
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117 louse ekʰutʰ ɛkʰutʰ ɛkutʰ ɛkʰutʰ 
118 feather ɛmon kʰakʰanjun ɛmonkakanjun ɛmon kakanjun ɛmonkʰakʰanjun
119 comb (of 

bird) 
karoprop ɛmonkandrokoʔ ɛmon kandrokok̚ kandrokʰok

120 wing (ɛmon) pɛn ɛmonpɛn ɛmonpɛn pɛn 
121 claw kapoŋopʰ kamusɛn (ɛmon) imekamusɪn kamusɪn 
122 tail (dog) latapu latʰapu (la)tʰapu  
 tail (bird) punmɛtɛtɛʔ jɪn jɪn jɪn 
123 one nainɛn nainɛn nainɛn nainɛn 
124 two kiɪp kjɪ:p kiɪp kiɪp 
125 three miokʰ miɔkʰ miokʰ miokʰ 
126 four pɛŋ pɛŋ pɛŋ peŋ 
127 five liɪm liɪm liɪm liɪm 
128 ten suŋul suŋul suŋul suŋul 
129 taro  ɛmɛʔ ɛmɛʔ ɛmɛʔ ɛmɛ 
130 sugarcane ɛtuʔ ɛtoʔ ɛtoʔ ɛtʰu 
131 yam aklutʰ aklut̚ akʰlutʰ aklutʰ 
132 banana ɛlɛp̚ ɛlɛp̚ ɛlɛpʰ ɛlɛp̚ 
133 sweet 

potato 
ɛkrɪmbak ɛkrimbak̚ krimbakʰ krimbakʰ

134 bean not elicited not elicited not elicited ambin 
135 axe ɛnakʰ ɛnak̚ (ɛ)nakʰ (ɛ)nakʰ 
    salɛmbo 
136 knife ɛpul ɛpul ɛpʰul ɛpʰul 
137 arrow not elicited not elicited nuʔ ɛnu 
 fish spear (ɛ)takui (ɛ)takʰui takʰui tʰakʰui 
 pig spear not elicited not elicited pɛlpɛl  not elicited
138 net bag ɛkɨr ɛkɛr ɛker ɛkir 
139 house ɛwin ɛwin ɛwɪn ɛwin 
140 tobacco ɛmbos ɛmbos ɛmbos ɛmbos 
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141 morning arar arar(tu) arar arar 
142 afternoon ɛkioʔ ɛkioʔ ɛmlikʰmɛdɛʔ ɛkʰiuʔ 
143 night ɛmlɪkʰ ɛmlɪk ɛmlikʰ ɛmlɪkʰ 
144 yesterday ɛnjɪkʰɛkʰɛkʰɛ ɛinɪnkɛkɛ iniɛnkʰɛkʰe injɛnkʰekʰe
145 tomorrow ɛrilo ɛrilo ɛrilo ɛrilo 
146 white wowʊlwʊl wowʊlwʊl wʊlwʊl wowʊlwʊl
147 black woʔopʔop woʔopop wopopʰ wo(ʔo)pʰop̚
148 yellow (w)oioi woioi (w)oioi oioi 
149 red (wo)mlɛk wɔmlɛk (wo)mlɛk mlɛk 
150 green kɛskɛs wɔkɛskɛs kʰɛskʰɛs (wo)kʰɛskʰɛs
151 many kaiapupoʔ kaiapupoʔ kaiak̚ pupoʔ kaiapʰupo
152 all jopʰjopʰ jopjop eiopʰ jopʰ 
153 this jaʔ jaʔ saʔ saʔ 
154 that ɛliʔ ɪliʔ ɪliʔ ɛliʔ 
155 what? eisɛh ɛisɛʔ isɛʔ isɛ 
156 who? au au au au 
157 when? aŋɛke aŋeke aŋɛke aŋɛkʰe 
158 where? inɛh inɛh inɛh inɛh 
159 yes  iwai iwai (i)wai iwai 
160 no tʰap tʰap̚ tʰap tʰap̚ 
161 he is not 

sitting 
sɛmitʰap̚ sukʰomdomilɨk̚ suʔkomdomɪlik sukʰomdomɪlikʰ

162 I joʔ joʔ joʔ joʔ 
163 you 

(singular) 
woŋ wɔŋ woŋ woŋ 

164 he jaʔ ɪli? itaʔ ita 
 he (far) not elicited not elicited itiʔili itɪli 
 she not elicited not elicited aʔ nuka 
 she (far) not elicited not elicited nugiliʔ nukɪli 
165 we two jɛrkiɪp jɛrkiɪp jɛmkiɪp jɛmkiɪp 
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166 you two kakiɪp kakiɪp kakiɪp kakiɪp 
    jomkiɪp jomkiɪp 
167 they two jekiɪp jekiɪp jekiɪpɪli jekiɪp 
    tukiɪpili  
 we 

(inclusive) 
jɛrjopjop jɛrjopjop jɛmaʔ jɛrŋulukʰ

   jɛrmjok̚ tejop 
168 we 

(exclusive) 
kɛmkɛmjen jomjok̚ mɛŋulukʰ tɛmospʰ 

    tɛŋulukʰ 
169 you 

(plural) 
jomjopʰ jamŋulup jom kaŋulukʰ 

170 they  tukaiapupo jeŋulup jeŋuluk eŋuluk̚ 
    tupɛŋili kamosop̚
    tujopɪli ejopʰ 
171 he is 

hungry 
ɛmisikʰani ɛmisikʰaniɛ mɪsikʰ kanie misikʰani (puni)

172 he eats 
sugar cane 

inɛtuʔ inɛtʰu inɛtɔʔ inʔɛtʰu 
173 he laughs a 

lot miːŋ lɛkonaiai mi:ŋ ambip 
(lɛmotom kauŋɛl) mi:ŋambip jakjakamiŋu 

174 one man 
stands 

kɛkɛŋɛn sɛmitʰ nainɛn sɛmitʰ tunakɛsɛmitʰ tʰunakɛmit̚
175 two men 

stand 
tukiɪp sɛmitʰ tukiɪpsɛmitʰ tukiɪpsɛmitʰ tukiɪpɛmit̚

176 three men 
stand 

tumiokʰ sɛmitʰ tumioksɛmit̚ tumiokʰsɛmitʰ tumiokɛmit̚
177 the man 

goes 
klɛʔ klɛʔ tunakesaleʔ tunakʰɛle

178 the man 
went 
yesterday 

lɛ ʔenjɪnkɛkɛ eininkɛkɛkɛʔlɛkot̚ injɪnkɛketunakelɛkotʰ injɛnkeke tunakɛlekut 

179 the man 
will go 
tomorrow 

ɛrilo kalɛlɛ ɛrilokalɛlɛ ɛrilowakatunakɛle ɛrilo tunakɛle 

180 the man 
eats the 
yam 

kɛnaklutʰ kɛnaklut̚ tunakekɛnaklutʰ tunake kɛnaklutʰ 

181 the man 
ate the yam 
yesterday 

kɛnaklutʰ 
enjɪnkɛkɛ 

einɪnkɛkɛkɛʔ
kɛnaklut̚ injɛnkɛketunakekɛnaklutʰ injɛnkeke tunake 

kɛnaklutʰ 
182 the man 

will eat the 
yam 

ɛrilo kakɛnaklutʰ ɛrilo kalɛkɛnaklut̚ ɛrilokaletuna 
kɛkenaklutʰ 

ɛrilo kale tunake 
kɛnaklutʰ 
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tomorrow 

183 the man hit 
the dog 

punɛmokʰoi punɛmokoi tunakepuneoun tunake puneoun
184 the man 

didn't hit 
the dog 

punɛmokʰoitʰap punɛmokoi (mɪlɪk) 
tʰap puneonmɪlik tunake puneountap 

185 the big 
man hit the 
little dog 

patʰkupoapunɛmokʰoi patʰili punɛmokoi 
utu takono(tuakono)nakɛpuneontiti patʰ konoli puneoun 

utʰu 
186 the man 

gave the 
dog to the 
boy 

pataʔitatʰɛmokoi 
sukaidiutua 

patʰiliwaɛmokoi 
lɛgaitiutuli 

takononakɛ 
witieounsukaitiutuili 

patili waiti eoun lɛkaiti 
utuli 

187 the man hit 
the dog 
and went 

punɛmokʰoi 
ilɛkotʰ punɛmokoi lɛlɛgot̚ puneoun lɛlilɛli patilipuneoun wakale 

188 the man hit 
the dog 
when the 
boy went 

itilɛ ijɛpunɛmokoi itililɛ pari 
punɛmokoi itililɛ tunakepuneoun itiutulile ipatili 

puneoun 

189 the man hit 
the dog 
and it went 

punɛmokʰoi lɛʔɛ 
mokʰoi lɛkʰotʰ punɛmokoioromokoisoŋlɛʔ tunakepuneounleʔeunle patlipuneoun puteounle

190 the man 
shot and 
ate the pig 

milɛkutʰ kɛni patʰmilɛ kurɛkɛni ɛmilele(ʔɛ)kɛni patilimile kutʰkɛni 
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Appendix D.3: Amio-Gelimi wordlists 
  Amio Kaskas Atui Poronga 
1 head ɛpoh ɛpoh wʊlwoli wʊlwolio
2 hair poiokokin poiokokiŋ jukʰiŋ wʊlwolio rɛjukil
3 mouth (ɛ)kwo kuho kʰuwom kuor 
4 nose (ɛ)liŋi jɪŋi jʊŋom jʊŋom 
5 eye mite mitʰɛ mitʰa motʰom 
6 neck ðei jɛhi jei ei 
7 belly kopo kopoh kʰopʰom kʰopo 
8 skin nipeti nipɛtʰi nipitʰi nipʰiti 
9 knee kʰakʰum kʰivi kʰakʰum kʰakʰum kivi kʰakʰum
10 ear tiŋe tʰiŋɛ tʰiŋe tiŋɛ 
11 tongue mume mumɛh mumɛh (ɛ)mumɛh
12 tooth (ɛ)kwo kuhorɛput̚ŋa kwom kinjaŋa kwo kiŋjaŋa
13 breast nɛmŋe nɛmŋe nɛmŋe nɛmŋe 
14 hand mɛni mɛnih mɛnih mini 
15 foot maraŋuŋaka maraŋ(uŋ)aka kʰɪvi (ɛ)kisiŋka
16 back eimi eimi eimi eimi 
17 shoulder (ɛ)pinbo pinbo pɪnpʰo (ɛ)pʰɪnpo
18 forehead pokapal pokapal kʰaval pʰoβi 
19 chin kotapi tʰapi (k)eip koip̚ 
20 elbow kʰakʰum mɛnikʰakʰum (mɛni)kʰakʰum mɪnir kʰakʰum
21 thumb (ɛ)nari kinsuluma nari nari 
22 leg keβir kivi kivi kɪvir 
23 heart kʰakʰum kʰakʰum kʰakʰum ɪmor 
   pʰuspʰus  
24 liver kɨtkɨt kɪtʰkɪtʰ kɪt ̪h kɪt ̪h kʰɪtʰkʰitʰ 
25 bone (ɛ)βin ɛβɪn powin powɪn 
26 blood mblak mlak mlakʰ ɪmla 
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27 baby poi pʰoi kʰokʰo kʰokʰo 
28 girl (ɛ)li li aiɛŋri βainɛsiŋ wainɛsiŋ 
29 boy tʰumon jokʰ aiɛŋ(ri) waintʰomo wainɛtʰomon
30 old woman saŋai kuk saŋai kuk ɪmukʰ ɛsiŋ ɛmukʰ
 widow basu basu not elicited not elicited
31 old man saŋai kuk saŋai kuk ɪmukʰ tumon ɛmukʰ
 widower basu basu not elicited not elicited
32 woman siŋ siŋ isiŋgri ɛsiŋ 
 unmarried 

woman 
nɨmboloŋ nɪmboloŋ not elicited wainsiŋa 

 married 
woman 

peaŋi siŋi piaŋi paraŋi paraŋi 
33 man tʰumon tʰumon(ri) tumonri tʰumon 
 unmarried 

man 
ulpo jokʰ ɛulpo ulpo ɛulpʰo 

 married man peaŋi tui piaŋi paraŋi paraŋi 
34 father apʰo apʰo awo awo 
35 mother ani ani ani hani 
36 brother tei tʰɛhi tʰei (ɛ)tʰi 
37 sister (ɛ)lu ɛlu ɛlu ɛlu 
38 name ijon eijo (e)ijom ejo 
39 bird ɪmɛn imɛn ɪmɛn hemɛn 
40 dog mokoi ɪmokʰoi mokʰoi (he)mokʰoi
41 pig iða ɪja eia hia 
42 cassowary tawu tʰawu tʰawo (he)tawo 
43 wallaby pʰosun pʰosun poŋgɪr poŋgir 
44 flying fox βiaŋ βiaŋ poβjaŋ (he)poβiaŋ
45 rat puloŋ puloŋ moso moso 
46 frog βau vao vao (he)wao 
47 snake bilimo bilimo eusɛsna eusɛsna 
 python not elicited not elicited eiŋop̚ eiŋop̚ 
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48 fish silaŋ silaŋ silaŋ silaŋ 
49 person turisiŋgri tʰunaisiŋ ituri etunaisiŋ
50 he sits imɛn imɛn imɛn ruimɛn 
51 he stands mit̚ imitʰ imit ̪̚ iroimit 
52 he lies down ŋorokʰŋorok ŋorokŋorok(mana) ŋorokŋorok iŋokaŋok
53 he sleeps (i)ŋorok iŋorokʰ(titʰ) (i)ŋorokʰ iŋorok̚ 
54 he walks kɨs ikʰɪs ikɪs ikʰɪs 
55 the dog bites 

the man mokoi ɛkatiti tuː mokoi ɛkatitʰ itu (e)mokoi katʰit 
ituwo mokʰoi ɛkunitʰu 

   mokoi ɛpun itu  
56 he eats ikʰan(an) ikʰan ikʰan ikʰan 
57 he gives it to 

me suŋi kiɛ jo isuŋi isaŋ jasikʰeo 

58 he sees jopoli jopoli jopol(i) jopɔli 
59 he comes ime imɛh imɛh imɛh 
60 he says iriβɛne ilɪs ikleŋ (gejo) ikleŋ 
61 he hears nombole inombul(i) inumbol inumbol(i)
62 he knows lɛmimɛrɛkŋe lɛmimirɪk imɛrɛk (h)ijɛli 
63 he drinks iːn ihin ijɪn hijɪn 
64 he hits isok̚i isokʰi isokʰ hisokʰe 
65 he kills pundrini ipundrini isokʰrini isukʰimairɪn
   ipunimairɪn
66 he dies irinkʰos iriŋkus ɛrin hirɪnkʰus 
67 it burns kasiŋaiɛkʰan kʰasiŋakʰan kasiŋakʰan kasiŋaikʰan
68 it flies ilɛpla ilɛpla ilɛpʰ ilɛpla 
69 he swims iðe iʒe ije hijɛh 
70 he runs isoŋ uwoipa isoŋ hisoŋ 
71 he falls down imatʰu imatʰu imatʰu himaput̚ 
72 he catches komtuni ure ire hikomtitʰkal
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73 he coughs iju iju iju hiju 
74 he laughs imalɛl imalɛl imalɛl himalɛl 
75 he dances isɛs isɛs itʰi hitʰe 
76 big ɛp̚ma ip̚ma puma hɛpuma 
77 small waiŋati itʰun tʰuntʰi hɛtundi 
   pɛlɛŋatʰitʰi  
78 good masiksik masikʰŋa imasikʰ masikna 
79 bad sɛsŋa sɛsŋa sɛsŋa sɛsŋa 
80 long losɛksɛk losɛkʰsɛkʰŋa losɛkʰsɛkʰ losɛkʰsɛkʰ
   loŋa  
81 short korok korok̚ŋa kurkur kurkur 
82 heavy manik̚ manikʰ(nikʰ) manik̚ manik̚ 
83 light βjoβjo βjoβjoŋa bjobjo βjoβjo 
84 cold mɛrir mɛrir kamirir kamirir 
85 hot pilpil pilpil vɛnvɛn (hɛ) wɛnwɛn
86 new poŋa poŋa poŋa poŋa 
87 old ŋɛniŋa ŋɛniŋa niniŋa niniŋa 
88 round pokʰul pokʰulŋa (po)kujuŋkujuŋ kujuŋkujuŋ
  pokʰo poβilŋa  
89 wet pispis pispis umitɪn ɪmlukʰ mluk̚ 
  ɪmluk(luk)  
90 dry kɛlkɛl kɛlkɛl kɛlkɛl kɛlkɛlŋa 
91 full paun kontɛkal ikol rokʰol 
92 road sopun sopʰun sopʰun sopʰul 
93 stone (ɛ)kum ɛkʰum (i)kʰum ikʰum 
94 earth koloi kului kɪlvi ekɛlwe 
95 sand onon unun ɪwunwun (he)(e)wʊnwʊn
96 mountain t ̪h i ɪt ̪h e t ̪h it ̪h i hitʰitʰi 
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97 fire kasiŋa kʰasiŋa kʰasiŋa (he)kasiŋa
98 smoke kaisŋa kʰasiŋa kʰaisiŋa kʰasiŋa kʰasum ekasiŋa kʰasum
99 ashes pus ɛpʰus (ɛ)lumɛtʰa 

kasiŋamɛtʰa kasiŋa mitʰa 

  lumeta ikasiŋa tʰantʰan
100 sun (e)naŋ ɪnaŋ ɛnaŋ hinaŋ 
101 moon ŋoβ iŋoβ ɛŋop hiŋop̚ 
102 star ntuk̚ ɪndukʰ ndukʰ hindukʰ 
103 cloud ta̪wa tʰawa evat ̪h hiwatʰ 
104 rain ɪβit ̪ ɛvit̪ʰ ɛvit ̪h hiwitʰ 
105 wind ju ɛjuɛ ipɛnɛju pɛneaŋa 
106 water jɛgi jɛkʰi jɪkʰi heɪkʰi 
107 vine iβe iβe (ailiŋga) iβe hiβe 
108 tree kai ɪkʰai ɪkʰai ikʰai 
109 walking stick ejo ɪkʰai ejo hejo 

110 bark kaipɛtʰi kʰaipɛtʰih kaipɪtʰi kaipʰitʰi 
111 seed kʰutɛ̪li kʰutʰɛli kaimonŋa ɛmonŋa 
   tʰɪli  
112 root rɛpi rɛpih (kai)ripi ɛripʰi 
113 leaf jokokin jokokʰin jukʰiŋ kaiukʰiŋ 
114 meat (ɛ)raŋa raŋa kʰutʰi ɛndraŋa 
115 fat  monmon(ŋa) monmoŋa monmon ɛmonmonŋa
116 egg kutɛli ɛmɛn ɛkutʰɛli kutʰili ɛkʰutɪli 
117 louse iŋut̚ ŋut ̪̚ ɛŋut̚ eŋutʰ 
118 feather mɛneo kʰokʰin mɛnɛkʰaum (ɪ)mɛnjukiŋ hemɛnejukʰiŋ
119 comb (of 

bird) 
grokok kandrokʰokʰ drokʰokʰ kʰakorok 

120 wing gɪliti gilɛtʰi gəlitʰi iliŋgitʰi 
121 claw plani plani kusɛnsɛn minikakʰusɪnsɪn
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122 tail (dog) lepʰo lipʰo lɪpi ilɪpʰi 
123 one kʰomoli kʰumoli kʰumoli kʰumoli 
124 two kaini kʰaini kʰaini kʰaini 
125 three mɛk̚ ɛmikʰ ɛmik̚ ɛmik̚ 
126 four pinɛl pinɛl pinɛl (ɛ)pinɛl 
127 five (ɛ)lim ɛlim ɛlim hɛlim 
128 ten ŋulke ŋulke ŋulgepake mulkepake
129 taro  ma emah ema hema 
130 sugarcane tu ɛtʰu ɛtʰu hetʰu 
131 yam mom ɛmom emom hemom 
132 banana pur ɛpur ɛpur hepur 
133 sweet potato kolobe sɪlrikʰ kaukau esɪlrik 
134 bean ta̪kta̪k tik̚tʰak  
135 axe tɛ̪liŋga tɛ̪liŋga pamula pʰamula 
   sɛlɛmbo ɛmos  
136 knife lomiŋka lomiŋga lomiŋga elomiŋka
137 arrow piaŋ piaŋ piaŋ euiŋka 
 fish spear not elicited mokoikiβi  not elicited not elicited
 pig spear not elicited aliŋu  not elicited not elicited
138 net bag oli uli tawalis (e)tawalis
   ŋasiŋ  
139 house βɛl ɪvɛl ɪvɛl hevɛl 
140 tobacco ɪmbos ɪmbos ɪmbos ɪmbos 
141 morning tur(ə)kaka turkʰakʰa jararkʰa ejar(ar)kʰa
142 afternoon kikaka kʰikʰakʰa kʰiɛka hikʰiɛkʰa 
143 night βekʰa weikʰa βikʰa iβiːkʰa 
144 yesterday neka nikʰa nekʰakʰa ɛːmɛkʰakʰa
145 tomorrow tolor tulur tulur etulor 
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   lɛla  
146 white βɛlɛs wɛlɛsŋa wɛlɛs(ŋa) wɛlɛsŋa 
147 black kaup̚ kaupŋa mukmuk muk̚muk̚ŋa
   opop  
148 yellow oioi oioiŋa oioi ojoiŋa 
149 red ŋɛrɛk ŋɛrɛkŋa nɛrɛk ŋɛrɛkna 
150 green kɛrkɛr kirkirŋa kirkir kɛrkɛrŋa 
151 many lokrinrin ɛlokʰ(rinrin) lopʰuma lopʰuma 
152 all eitmopʰo (eit)mupʰo mosoŋ mosoŋ 
153 this neŋa (osis)ŋɛŋa eone eune 
154 that aunoŋa noŋa eono auno 
155 what? ini ɛni ɪni hɪni 
156 who? au au au hau 
157 when? aŋi aŋi aŋika aŋikʰa 
158 where? ŋala aŋai aŋai jiŋai 
159 yes  iː na ɛː ɛː 
160 no sɛrik̚ sɛrikʰ sɛrikʰ sɛrik̚ 
161 he is not 

sitting mɪnsɛrik imɛn sɛrikʰ imɛn sɛrikʰ ruimɛn sɛrikʰ 

162 I ejo ɛjo ɛjo ɛjo 
163 you 

(singular) eoŋ ɛuŋ eoŋ heoŋ 

164 he iði iʒi jokʰo hiji 
 he (far) eoŋ hijino 
165 we two ei tokaini eitʰ tokaini eitʰ kaini eikʰaini 
166 you two jomoi tokaini eomu (tokaini) jomu kaini jomukaini
167 they two tokaini eomu (kaini) jir kaini jomukaini
 we 

(inclusive) 
eitmopo eitmupʰo eitmosoŋ eit̚mosoŋ

168 we 
(exclusive) 

eitmanaoune eɛm eitmɪk eiɛm 
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169 you (plural) jomuəne (kime) jomumana jomu (mosoŋ) jomu mosoŋ
170 they  jomumopo eomu mupʰo jir (mosoŋ) jomu pɛspɛl
171 he is hungry saŋolŋol isaŋolŋol misik punoŋ ɛmiskʰpuni
172 he eats sugar 

cane 
ŋuŋeto iŋuŋɛtʰu inuŋ ɛtʰu iŋuŋɪtʰu 

173 he laughs a 
lot 

malɛlmalɛl imalɛl kitkit imalɛl ambip malɛl ambip
   irukʰimalɛli
174 one man 

stands tokomoli ɛmit̚ tukʰomolɛmitʰ tokumoli romit hetukumoliromit 

175 two men 
stand 

tokaini ɛmit̚ tokaini ɛmitʰ tukʰaini romit̚ hetokainiromit̚
176 three men 

stand tomek̚ ɛmit̚ tumek ɛmitʰ tumɪk romit hetomik romit̚ 

177 the man goes (tumon) tuɛla tuɛla ɛtʰuːla hɛtuela 
178 the man went 

yesterday 
neka tuelakos ɛnikʰa ɛtuɛlakos iːnɛkʰakʰa ɛtuːla hɛnekʰakʰ etʰulakos 

179 the man will 
go tomorrow 

tolor maila ɛtulor ɛtuela ɛtulur ɛtuːla hetulor maitula 

180 the man eats 
the yam tuɛkanimom tʰuɛkanemom ɛtuː kanɛmom etukʰanimom 

181 the man ate 
the yam 
yesterday 

nɛka tuɛkanimom ɛnɪkʰa 
ɛtuɛkanemom 

ɪːnɛkʰakʰa ɛtu 
kanɛmom 

ɛnekʰakʰa 
etʰukanemom 

182 the man will 
eat the yam 
tomorrow 

tolor tuɛkanimom ɛtolor 
ɛtuɛkanemom 

ɛtulor 
ɛtʰukanɛmom ɛtolormaitokanemom 

183 the man hit 
the dog tuɛsukemokoi tʰuɛsukʰi mokoi ɛtuː sukɛmokʰoi etusukʰimokʰoi 

184 the man 
didn't hit the 
dog 

tuɛsukimokoisɛrik̚ tʰuɛsukemokoi 
sɛrikʰ 

ɛtuː sukɛmokʰoi 
sɛrikʰ etusukʰimokʰoisɛrik̚ 

185 the big man 
hit the little 
dog 

tokmasokɛmokoiɛtun tʰuɛpma 
ɛsukimokoi tʰun 

tupuma suk ɛmokoi 
tʰun etopumasukʰimokʰoitʰun 

186 the man gave 
the dog to 
the boy 

tuɛsuŋemokoi 
kiaieŋ 

tʰuɛsuŋɛmokʰoi 
aiɛŋ 

ɛtuː suŋɛmokoi 
kevain 

etopumaiasimokʰoi 
kiwaino 

187 the man hit 
the dog and 
went 

tuɛsokoimokoimanila tʰuɛsukimokoila 
manila tu suk ɛmokoi naila ɛtusukʰimokoi laβus 

maila 
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188 the man hit 

the dog when 
the boy went 

aieŋela naitu isʊk 
ɛmokoi 

aiɛŋulolamunɪn 
naitunɛ suke 
mokoi 

evainla (e)tu suk 
ɛmokoi 

ewainola naituno 
sukʰi mokoi 

189 the man hit 
the dog and 
it went 

tuɛsukɛmokoinaila tuɛsukemokoi 
naimokoila 

ɛtuː suk ɛmokoi 
naiemokoila 

ɛtʰunosukʰi mokʰoi 
maila 

190 the man shot 
and ate the 
pig 

tuɛluilamaikani tueju ija naikania ɛtuː jueja ikʰani etʰuejuejanaikʰani 
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Appendix D.4: Avau wordlists 
  Lulakevi Asiwot Akiwak Avihain Akam Aringring 
1 head pomlimi pokʰlimi pokʰlimi pokʰlimi pokʰlimi porolimi pokʰlimi

2 hair pomlimi kʰokʰokʰi pokʰlimi kʰukʰi kʰokʰokʰi pokʰlimi ɣoɣoɣi pokʰlimi kokʰoki poklimi kʰokʰokʰi

3 mouth kwom kuok kwokʰ kwok̚ kwok̚ kwok̚

4 nose iŋomlimi iŋokʰlimi ŋoklimi iŋoglimi iŋoklimi iŋokʰlimi

5 eye moto̪m motokʰ motokʰ motʰok̚ motok̚ motʰokʰ

6 neck jipunum iɣipunukʰ ipunukʰ ibunukʰ ipunukʰ ipunuk̚

7 belly kʰopoʔ kʰopokʰ kʰopokʰ kʰopokʰ kopok kʰopok

8 skin kʰukʰunuru kʰukʰunukʰ kʰunukʰ kʰuɣunukʰ kukunuk̚ kʰukʰunuk̚

9 knee kʰoβoro kʰakʰum kʰowokʰ kʰakʰum kʰakʰum koβokʰakʰum kuwu kʰakʰum kʰoβokʰakʰum

10 ear ti̪ŋoro t ̪h iŋokʰ tiŋokʰ tʰiŋokʰ tʰiŋok̚ tiŋok̚

11 tongue momom momokʰ momok momok̚ momok̚ momok̚

12 tooth kworo kwokʰ not elicited not elicited kwok kʰiŋjana kwokiŋjaŋa

13 breast miŋoro mɪŋokʰ miŋokʰ minŋok minŋokʰ minŋok

14 hand munum munukʰ munukʰ munuk̚ munukʰ munuk̚
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15 foot koβom kasuswai kowokʰkasuswai kowokʰ koβoglimi suswai kowok̚

16 back buru bukʰ buk mbokʰ buk̚ bukʰ

17 shoulder ti̪ŋoropʰa tiŋokʰpa tiŋokpa tiŋopʰa tiŋopʰa munukwe

18 forehead romorobi romokʰwi romokwi romogui romokwi romokwi

19 chin iporo ipɔkʰ ipok(eawa) ipokʰ ipok̚ ipʰok̚

20 elbow munuru kʰakʰum munukʰ kʰakʰum kʰakʰum munukʰakʰum kʰakʰum munukʰakʰum

21 thumb ana munukʰ ana ana adiŋa ana ana

22 leg koβoro kowokʰ koworo kuwukʰ kʰuwʊkʰ kowok̚

23 heart ɛkʰum kokʰ ɛpospos (ɛ)pʰospʰos pʰospʰos kʰokʰɛkʰum pawʊrupitpɛl

   pʰospʰos kɛrɛ pʰospʰos

24 liver kɛte̪ kokʰ ɛkɛte̪ ɛkɛte kɛte ɛkɛtʰɛ kɛrɛkɛtɛ

25 bone wunuru jin jini iŋukʰ jini inuk

26 blood ɛmlɛk̚ kʰokʰɛmlɛkʰ ɛmlɛk̚ ɛmlɛkʰ kokʰɛmlɛkʰ kʰokʰɛmlɛkʰ

27 baby ɛkʰokʰok̚ (ɛ)kʰokʰokʰ ɛkʰokʰokʰ kʰokʰokʰ (ɛ)kʰokʰok (ɛpoip) ɛkʰokʰok

28 girl ɛuli ɛuliti̪ ɛulitʰi ɛuliti ɛuliʔ ɛpopɛuli
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29 boy ta̪mana ɛpoi ɛtʰamana t ̪h i ɛtʰamanatʰi tʰamanati tʰamana ɛpoipɛtʰamana

30 old 
woman 

ɛlwakɛkɛs ɛuli ɛlawa ɛmukʰ ɛuɛkʰipa ɛuli ɛkipa atʰɛtʰeuli

   tʰɛte ɛuli

 widow ɛbasu ɛuli ɛmbasu ɛmbasu basu 

31 old man ɛlwakɛkɛs tamana elawa ɛmukʰ ɛuɛkʰipa tɛteɛtamana atʰɛte tamana

 widower ɛbasu ɛta̪mana ɛmbasu ɛmbasu basu 

32 woman ɛuli ɛuli ɛuliliau ɛuliti liɛβuli uliɛulili

 unmarried 
woman 

ɛuli ɛmiŋatɛʔ ɛuli ɛminŋat ̪h it ̪h ɛmiŋate not elicited miŋnatit ɛpoipɛminŋatit

 married 
woman 

  ɛuli paraŋi ɛuli ɛkuŋokʰa not elicited ɛkʰuŋoka ɛparaŋi

          paraŋi

33 man ta̪mana ta̪mana ɛtʰamaniniau tʰamanati tʰamanmana iniɛtʰamanmanai

 unmarried 
man 

ta̪mana ɛmaŋi ɛta̪mana ɛmaŋi ɛmaŋi not elicited ɛmaŋiʔ pouɛmaŋi

 married 
man 

not elicited ɛt ̪h amana ɛparaŋi ɛtamana ɛkuŋoka not elicited paraŋi somɛparaŋi

34 father aja aia aia aiwoʔ aia aia

35 mother ainu ainu ainu ainuʔ ainuʔ ainu
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36 brother tʰutʰjuru ti̪ukʰ tʰiuk tiukʰ tiukʰ tʰiukʰ

37 sister luluru lulukʰ luluk̚ lulukʰ lulukʰ luluk

38 name injoro injokʰ injokʰ injɛʔ injok̚ injok

39 bird ɛmɛn ɛmɛn ɛmɛn ɛmɛn (ɛ)mɛn ɛmɛn

40 dog ɛmokʰoi ɛmokʰoi ɛmokʰoi mokoi mokʰoi ɛmokʰoi

41 pig ɛɣa ɛɣa ɛɣa ɛɣa ɛɣa ɛɣa

42 cassowary ɛta̪wo ɛt ̪h awo ɛt ̪h awo tʰawoʔ (ɛ)tawoʔ ɛtʰawo

43 wallaby ɛpoŋgir ɛpʰoŋgir (ɛ)poŋgir pamaŋ ɛpoŋgir ɛpasu

44 flying fox ɛβlaŋapoŋgoi ɛβlaŋa poŋoi ɛβlaŋapoŋoi ɛβiaŋapoŋoi ɛβiaŋapoŋoi ɛβiaŋapoŋoi

45 rat ɛkapit ̪̚  ɛkapitʰ kapitʰ karikʰ karikʰ ɛkʰarik

46 frog ɛmamko ɛmamgo ɛboprokʰ mamgo mamgo ɛmamgo

 small frog not elicited not elicited ɛkʰamsurukʰ kamsuruk kamsurukʰ ɛkʰamsurukʰ

47 snake ɛusɛsɛsna ɛusɛsɛsŋa ɛusɛsɛsŋa suaŋgi ɛsuaŋgi

 moran aβino aβino aβloŋɛn aβloŋiŋ abloŋɛn aβloŋɛn

48 fish ɛli ɛli ɛli ɛli ɛli ɛli
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49 person ta̪maniniau ɛβaβau(au) inditeopʰ lɛlɛtamanmai lelɛulili indiopʰ indijop

  ɛuliliau 

50 he sits ɛruei ɛruein ɛruen ɛroŋɛn ruŋɛn ruŋɛn

51 he stands ɛraɛmit ̪̚  ɛraɛmitʰ ɛrɛmitʰ ramitʰ ramit ramit

52 he 
lies down 

ɛkonoŋgon mori ɛtʰuslua ɛruɛkɛni kalumkɛle tiniblaŋ duslom atʰuslok

   ɛlɛruɛngrin

53 he sleeps ɛkonoŋgon ɛkʰonugun ɛkʰunoŋgun gonoŋgon gunuŋgun gonoŋgon

54 he walks ɛnɛs ɛnɛs ɛnɛs tʰinɛs inɛs anɛs

55 the dog 
bites 
the man 

ɛmokʰoi pʊnɛu ɛmokʰoipun(ɛu) ɛmokoi punɛu mokʰoi punpu ɛmokʰoi punpu ɛmokʰoi punjo 

56 he eats ɛkʰɛn ɛkʰɛn ɛkʰɛn akɛn kʰɛn pukʰen

57 he gives it 
to me ɛniŋi rujo ɛniŋi ruio ɛniŋɛn meo puŋimeo niŋɛ puniŋe 

58 he sees ɛβiti̪kʰi ɛβiti̪kʰ(i) ɛβitʰikʰe puŋiɣiɣi witikʰ puwitike

59 he comes ɛmɛ ɛmɛ ɛmɛ mɛ mŋɛ pum(ŋ)ɛ

60 he says ɛlis ɛlis ɛlis pulɪs ŋlɪs pulɪs
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61 he hears ɛloŋoi ɛlɔŋo ɛloŋo puloŋoi luŋu puloŋoi

62 he knows ɛploi ɛlimimiɛrikʰ(wi) ɛpɛtɛti pumɛrɛkʰ kombrumuwi pulimirum(e)

63 he drinks ein ein ein puŋi njɪn puin

64 he hits ɛsukʰi ɛsokʰi ɛsukʰi pusoɣi sukʰ pusokʰi

   ɛpʰuni

65 he kills ɛsukʰi ɛriŋi ɛpʰuni lariŋi ɛpuniuɛrɪni pubonɛ tʃokilariŋi pupuneoriŋi

66 he dies ɛriŋi ko riŋi kʰo ɛriŋikʰɪs purini riŋikʰu puriŋikʰo

67 it burns eokwonwilwil ɛokʰon wilwil ɛukwon wilwil ɛkwonwilwil ɛkwonwilwil ɛkwonwilwil

68 it flies ɛwowola wowola ɛwowola puwowo wʊla wʊwola

69 he swims ɛɣi eji ɛnin punin ninin punin

   jila puge

70 he runs ɛβeŋ ɛweŋ ɛβɛn puɛn wɛŋ puweŋ

71 he falls 
down ɛmiliŋ ɛmiliŋ ɛmiliŋ pumiliŋ miliŋ pumiliŋ 

72 he catches ɛupui ɛupui ɛupui pugomoi gomoi pukʰomoi

73 he coughs ɛokʰot ̪̚  ɛokʰotʰ ɛokʰot̚ pwokot ŋokʰotʰ puokʰot
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74 he laughs ɛkulip̚ ɛkʰulipʰ ɛkʰulipʰ pugulip gulip̚ pukʰulipʰ

75 he dances ɛti̪ti̪ ɛt ̪h it ̪h i ɛtʰitʰi putite dɪtɪ putʰɛtʰɛ

76 big kaikʰiti̪ ɛkʰipʰa ɛkʰipa (ambip) (pu)ɛkʰipa ɛkʰipʰa ɛkʰipa

77 small tikili ɛlawa kaikiti kaiɣiti kʰaikʰitʰi kaikitʰi

   pʰospʰos (tʰi) pʰuti 

78 good amanmankʰa amanmankʰa amanmankʰa siβiŋa amanman amanman

   siβiŋa siβiŋa siβiŋa

79 bad sɛs sɛsŋa sɛs sɛs sɛs sɛs

80 long jilokojoŋ ɛɣilo eilo(kojoŋ) ɛɣiloɣojoŋ ɛɣilo ɛɣilo

81 short (ka)kindrok̚ kindrokʰ(ŋa) ɛkʰindrokʰ kaɣindrok kindrokʰ kakʰindrokʰ

82 heavy pieŋ pieŋ pieŋ pʰieŋ pieŋ pieŋ

83 light wɛtɛ̪k̚tɛ̪k̚ wɛt ̪h ɛkʰt ̪h ɛk wɛtʰɛkʰtʰɛkʰ wɛtɛkʰtɛkʰ witʰɛktɛkʰ witʰɛktɛk

84 cold not elicited kombriŋ moɣoiɣoi kumbriŋ ku(mu)mbriŋ (eikʰi) kumbriŋ

   moɣoiɣoi moɣoiɣoi

 feel cold saŋoŋoŋjo not elicited saŋoŋoŋ not elicited saŋoŋoŋ saŋoŋoŋjo
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85 hot (nuk)wɛnwɛn wɛnwɛn wɛnwɛn wɛnwɛn wɛnwɛn nukʰwɛnwɛn

86 new ɛpia ɛpʰia ɛpʰia ɛpʰia ɛpʰia ɛpʰia

87 old ɛniɣi (ɛ)niɣi(ŋa) ɛniŋi ɛni ɛniɣi ɛniɣi

88 round pakoŋkoŋ pakʰoŋkʰoŋa pakʰoŋgoŋ pʰokoŋkoŋ luɣuiɣui paluɣuiɣui

   paulu(ulu)

89 wet pisik̚ pisikʰ(ŋa) pisikʰ pisikʰ pisikʰ pisik

90 dry jeje ɣeɣe ɣeiɣei ɣeiɣei ɣeiɣei ɣeiɣei

91 full rakʰol rakʰol (ra)kʰol kʰol rakʰol rakol

92 road ɛmarukwa ɛmaruk(wa) marukwa marukwa marukwa ɛmarukwa

93 stone ɛkʰum ɛkʰum ɛkʰum ɛkum ɛkʰum ɛkʰum

94 earth ɛsiɣi ɛsiɣi ɛsiɣi ɛsiɣi siɣi ɛsiɣi

95 sand ɛnunu ɛnonu ɛnunu ɛnunu ɛnunu ɛβa(βi)

96 mountain ɛti̪ti̪ ɛt ̪h it ̪h i ɛtʰitʰi ɛtʰitʰi ɛtʰitʰi ɛtʰitʰi

97 fire ɛukwon ɛokwɔn ɛɔkwon ɛkwon ɛkwon ɛkwon

98 smoke ɛukwon kasuwum ɛokwɔn kasuwum ɛɔkwon kasuwum ɛkwon ɛsuwum kwon kʰasuwum ɛkwon kʰasuwum
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99 ashes 

kasupʰsupʰ 
ɛukwon 
kasupʰsupʰ 

ɛɔkwon 
kasupʰsupʰ 

kasupsup kʰasupʰsupʰ ɛkʰasu 

  ɛukwon kamsiŋɛn ɛkwon ɛkʰipa

100 sun ɛnɛŋe ɛnɛŋe ɛneŋe ɛneŋɛ ɛniŋe ɛneŋɛ

101 moon ɛβloŋo ɛβloŋo ɛβloŋo ɛβloŋo ɛβloŋo ɛβloŋo

102 star ɛlumti̪k̚ ɛlumtikʰ ɛlumtikʰ ɛumdik ɛundikʰ ɛumdikʰ

103 cloud ɛwat ̪̚  ɛwatʰ ɛwatʰ ewatʰ ɛwatʰ ɛwat̚

104 rain ɛkʰi (mul) ɛkʰi ɛkʰi ɛkʰi ɛkʰi ɛkʰi

105 wind ɛuseaŋa (ɛ)useaŋa (eu)seaŋa ɛpseaŋa (ɛus)eaŋa ɛuseaŋa

106 water eikʰi eikʰi eikʰi eiɣi eikʰi eikʰi

107 vine ɛmlaŋ ɛmlaŋ (ɛkʰɛlimikʰa) ɛmlaŋ ɛmlaŋ ɛmlaŋ ɛmlaŋ (rumono)

108 tree ɛkʰe ɛkʰe ɛkʰe ɛkʰe ɛkʰɛ ɛkʰɛ

109 walking 
stick ɛɣo ɛɣo ɛɣo ɛɣo ɛɣo ɛɣo 

110 bark ɛkʰɛkʰukʰuni ɛkʰekʰukʰuni ɛkʰɛkuni ɛkʰɛkuɣuni kʰukʰuni ɛkʰɛkʰukʰuni

111 seed kʰiβiβi kʰiβiβi kʰiβiβi kiβiβi kʰiβiβi kʰiβiβi
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   ɛkʰɛpupuŋa ɛkʰɛpupuŋa popʰoŋa pʰopʰoŋa

112 root sisɛle sisili sisili sisili sɪsɪli sisilɛ

113 leaf kʰokʰokʰi kʰukʰukʰi kʰukʰukʰi kokoɣi kʰokʰokʰi kʰokʰokʰi

114 meat kʰamisisa misisa kʰamisisa kamisisa (ka)misisa kʰamisisa

115 fat  kʰamar kʰamar kʰamar kamar kʰamar kamar

116 egg (ka)kiklu (kʰa)kʰiklu kʰakʰiklu kʰakiklu (kʰa)kʰiklu kʰakʰ̈iklu

117 louse ɛŋutʰ ɛŋutʰ ɛŋutʰ ɛŋut̚ ɛŋut̚ ɛŋut

118 feather ɛmɛnkʰokʰokʰi ɛmɛnkʰu(kʰu)kʰi ɛmɛnkʰukʰukʰi ɛmɛnkoɣoɣi ɛmɛnkʰokʰokʰi ɛmɛnkʰokʰokʰi

119 comb (of 
bird) ɛndrokʰok (ka)korokrokʰ kandrokʰokʰ (ka)koroprop (kan)drokokʰ kakʰoroprop 

120 wing (ka)βliŋgiti̪ wligitʰi uliŋgitʰi ɛβlɛŋgitʰi lɛuβlɛŋgɛti leuβlɛŋɛti

121 claw mɪnikʰakʰusɪnsɪn mini kapusɪnsɪn mini kʰakʰusɪnsɪn mɪni kusɪnsɪn mɪni (kʰa)kʰusɪnsɪn kausɪnsɪn

122 tail (dog) lɪpi lɪpi lɪpʰi lipʰi lɪpʰi lɪpʰi

123 one kɛlɛŋasok̚ kɛlɛŋasʊkʰ kɛleŋasokʰ kɛliŋasʊkʰ kɛleŋasokʰ keleŋasokʰ

124 two su su su su su su

125 three mojo mojokʰ mojokʰ mojokʰ mojok̚ mojokʰ
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126 four pɛnɛl pɛnɛl pɛnɛl pɛnɛl pɛnɛl pɛnɛl

127 five lɪmi lɪmi lɪmi lɪmi limi limi

128 ten lokoŋa lokʰoŋa lokʰoŋa lokʰoŋa lokʰoŋa lokʰoŋa

129 taro  ɛma ɛma ɛma ɛma ɛma ɛma

130 sugarcane ɛtu̪ ɛtʰu ɛtʰo ɛtʰu ɛtʰu ɛtʰu

131 yam ɛomu ɛumo ɛumo mamim ɛumo ɛumo

132 banana ɛpur ɛpar ɛpur ɛpoh ɛpur ɛpur

133 sweet 
potato 

(ɛ)sɪlrɪk ɛsɪrlikʰ ɛsɪrlɪk kɛrɪmbakʰ sirlɪkʰ ɛsɪrlɪkʰ

134 bean not elicited not elicited not elicited not elicited not elicited not elicited
135 axe ɛpʰamula ɛpʰamula ɛpʰamula ɛɣe pʰamula ɛpʰamula

   ɛmos

136 knife ɛmiŋo ɛminŋo ɛminŋo ɛminŋo ɛmiŋo ɛminŋo

137 arrow (ɛ)pɛŋe ɛpɛŋe ɛpɛŋɛ not elicited ɛpɛŋe ɛpɛŋɛ

 fish spear ɛmtakʰus ɛmdakʰus ɛmdakʰus ɛmdakʰus ɛmdakʰus ɛmdakʰus

 pig spear not elicited not elicited not elicited kwapɛnɛl (four 
pronged) 

mokoimatʰa 
not elicited
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138 net bag (ɛ)kamuriri ɛvɛliŋ ɛvɛliŋ ɛkanamgor ɛβɛliŋ ɛβɛliŋ

   ɛkʰoʔ ɛkʰoʔ ɛkʰo ɛkʰo

139 house ɛβɛle ɛvɛle ɛβɛlɛ ɛβɛlɛ βɛle ɛβɛlɛ

140 tobacco ɛmbos ɛmbos ɛmbos ɛmbos ɛmbos ɛmbos

141 morning ɛgararkʰa (ɛ)ɣarɣarkʰa ɛɣararkʰa ɛɣarɣarɛsiβina ɛɣarɣar ɛɣarɣar

142 afternoon ɛkʰiokʰa (ɛ)kʰiokʰa ɛkʰiuka ɛkʰioʔ ɛkʰio ɛkʰiok

143 night (ɛ)miŋɛn(ka) (ɛ)miŋɛnkʰa ɛmiŋɛnka ɛmjɛn ɛmiɛn ɛmiɛn

144 yesterday ɛunikʰikʰa ɛunikʰikʰa ɛunikika ɛumnikika ɛunɛkʰɛkʰa ɛunikʰikʰa

145 tomorrow ɛɣarar ɛɣarɣar ɛɣarɣar ɛɣarɣar kʰukʰɛlŋe ɛɣarɣar

   kukɛlŋɛ

146 white ɛwolwol wʊlwʊlŋa ɛwʊlwʊl ɛwʊlwʊl wʊlwʊl ɛwolwol

147 black ɛɣopɣop wopʰwopʰŋa ɛɣopʰwopʰ ɛɣopwop ɣopwop ɛɣopwop

148 yellow ɛɣoiɣoi ɣoiɣoiŋa ɛɣoiɣoi ɛɣoiɣoi ɛɣoiɣoi ɛɣoiɣoi

149 red ɛŋɛrɛkŋɛrɛk ŋɛrɛkʰ(ŋɛrekʰŋa) ɛŋɛrɛkʰ ŋɛrɛkʰŋɛrɛkʰ ɛŋɛrɛkʰ ɛŋɛrɛkŋɛrɛk

150 green ɛkirkir kirkirŋa ɛkirkir ɛkʰɛskʰɛs kɨrkɨr ɛkɛrkɛr
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151 many palok̚palok̚ palokʰ(palokʰ) palokʰ palokʰ pʰalokʰ palokʰ

152 all jop jopʰ palokʰambip̚ ambipʰ pʰalokʰpalokʰ palokʰ

153 this na ni asude patʰiokʰ ni ni

154 that no no asudu alaŋ nu nu

155 what? ɛiː wakʰa(sinu) hei(sina) ei ei ei

156 who? au au(sinu) au(sina) au au au

157 when? aŋɛkʰa aŋekʰa aŋekʰa aikʰa aŋɛkʰa aŋɛkʰa

   aikʰa

158 where? nakʰo nakʰo nakʰu naku nakʰo nakʰo

159 yes  swisinau ei sai ai ei ei

   ai sɪβɪni ai ai

160 no mori mori mori mori mor mori

161 he is not 
sitting ɛrueinmori ɛrueinmor ɛruen mori roŋɛnmor ruŋɛn mor ruŋɛn mor 

162 I ijo ijo ijo ijo ijo ijo

163 you 
(singular) iŋu iŋu iŋo iŋo iŋu iŋo 
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164 he ei ei eino pu punu iŋo

165 we two (in)dɛsu tɛ̠su indɛsu tʰɛsu tɛsu tʰɛsu

166 you two kɛmsu kʰɛmsu kɛmsu kɛmsu kɛmsu lɛlsu

167 they two ɛusu susu susunu kɛmsu kɛmsu lɛlsu

 we 
(inclusive) indiop indijopʰ indiop(kɛle) teopkɛli indijopʰ indijopʰ 

168 we 
(exclusive) indipalok̚ imɛm imɛmkɛle mamsukɛle (imɛm) (kwamujop) imɛm(kɪli) 

169 you 
(plural) 

imujop imu keopʰ keop̚ imujopʰ imu

170 they  isipalok̚palok̚ isi isijopu imujopʰ keijopʰ lɛlijop

171 he is 
hungry 

eimik̚punjo eimikʰ puni eimipunjo not elicited eimikpunpu eimik punio

172 he eats 
sugar cane einɛtu̪ einɛt ̪h u einɛtʰo not elicited puinɛtu puinɛtʰu 

173 he laughs 
a lot ɛkulip̚ palok̚ ɛkʰulipʰ ambipʰ ɛkʰulipʰ ambipkilipʰ pugulip ambip gulip̚ambip pukʰulipʰ ambipʰ 

   ɛkʰulipʰ palokʰ   gulip̚palok̚

174 one man 
stands ɛukɛrɛmit ̪ ɛkɪliŋa ramitʰ ɛugeramitʰ not elicited pukʰɛramit pulamitʰ 

175 two men 
stand ɛusuramit ̪ susu raimitʰ ɛusuramitʰ not elicited ɛusuramitʰ lɛlsulamitʰ 
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176 three men 

stand ɛomojok ramit ̪ siman raimitʰ ɛumiokʰramitʰ not elicited ɛumiokʰramit lɛlmojokʰ lamitʰ 

177 the man 
goes 

ɛla ɛula ɛunulakɛs not elicited ɛukʰela pusomla

178 the man 
went 
yesterday 

ɛunɪkʰikʰa ɛlakɛs ɛlaɛunɛkʰekʰakʰu 
ɛunekeka 
ɛunelakɛs 

not elicited
ɛunikekapula pulale ɛunikʰikʰa 

179 the man 
will go 
tomorrow 

ɛɣarar laela ɛlaɛɣarɣar ɛɣarɣarla ɛunɛla not elicited ɛɣarɣarlapula ɛɣarɣarlapula 

   kukɛl ŋɛlapula

180 the man 
eats the 
yam 

ɛuikʰɛn ɛkʰɛnɛumo ɛunokɛnɛ umu not elicited pukʰɛnɛumo somkʰɛneumo 

181 the man 
ate the 
yam 
yesterday 

ɛunikʰikʰa amkʰɛn ɛkʰɛnɛumoɛune ɛunekeka ɛunokɛne 
umu 

not elicited
ɛunikikapukɛn ɛumo 

somkɛn ɛumo 
ɛunikikʰa 

182 the man 
will eat 
the yam 
tomorrow 

ɛɣararla amkɛn 
ɛɣarɣarlaɛkɛn 
ɛumo 

ɛɣarɣarla ɛunokɛnɛ 
ɛomu 

not elicited
kukɛlŋɛlapukʰɛnɛumo 

kukɛlŋɛ ɛlasom 
kɛnɛumo 

183 the man 
hit the 
dog 

ɛuki suk ɛmokoi ɛsukʰ ɛmokʰoi ɛu(no) sukʰɛ mokʰoi not elicited pusukʰɛmokoi pupunɛmokʰoi 

184 the man 
didn't hit 
the dog 

ɛsukʰ ɛmokoi mori ɛsuk ɛmokʰoimor 
ɛuno sukʰɛ mokʰoi 
mori 

not elicited
pusukʰɛmokoimor punɛmokʰoimor 
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185 the big 

man hit 
the little 
dog 

ɛuɛkipakujoŋ ɛsuk 
ɛmokoiti̪ 

ɛuɛkʰipasuk 
ɛmokʰoitʰi 

iɛkipano sukʰɛ 
ɛmokʰoitʰi 

not elicited
somɛkʰipasukɛmokoiti

somɛkʰipano sokɛ 
mokoitʰi 

186 the man 
gave the 
dog to the 
boy 

ɛu ɛniŋ ɛmokoi 
ruɛpopti̪ke 

ɛniŋ ɛmokʰoitʰi 
ruɛpoiptʰi 

inoniŋ ɛmokʰoi 
ruɛpop tikʰi 

not elicited
somniŋɛmokoi rupu ninpunɛlɛmokʰoitʰi

187 the man 
hit the 
dog and 
went 

ɛsuk̚ ɛmokoi 
suɛnɛsla 

ɛsukʰɛmokʰoi 
suɛla 

ɛsukʰɛmokoikesu 
ela 

not elicited somsukɛmokoi 
sasomlaku 

sompunɛmokʰoisa 
somɛŋgitʰi 

188 the man 
hit the 
dog when 
the boy 
went 

ɛpoptinoɛla su 
isukɛmokoi 

ɛpoiptila suɛsukʰ 
ɛmokoi 

ɛpoptino la kisaeu 
le(ne) sukʰ 
ɛmokʰoi 

not elicited
pulale sasomsuk 
ɛmokoi 

pulale sasompunɛ 
mokʰoi 

189 the man 
hit the 
dog and it 
went 

ɛsuk ɛmokoi su 
ɛmokoila 

ɛsukʰ ɛmokoi su 
ɛmokoila 

ɛuno sukʰ ɛmokʰoi 
o ɛmokoila 

not elicited somsukɛmokoi (u) 
ɛmokoi lale 

sompunɛ mokʰoi 
ulale 

190 the man 
shot and 
ate the pig 

ɛpunɛɣa su ɛkɛni 
eu(ju)eɣa 
suɛkɛni 

ɛunojo ɛɣa 
okɛnɛɣa 

not elicited
sompune ɣaosomkɛni 

somjuɛɣa 
usomkʰɛni 
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Appendix D.5: Aighon, Bola, Mangseng and Nakanai wordlists 
  Aighon Bola Mangseng Nakanai 
1 head pon gi ipouŋa gama 

2 hair ikɪn not recorded ðoiŋ ivu 

3 mouth liton ŋaβa iwɔ hare 

4 nose ŋurɨn rupere ioŋe maisu 

5 eye matan mata iðɛki mata 

6 neck luŋun loɣo ikei loho 

7 belly kopɪn tamundi iɔpɔ tiala 

8 skin lut kuli inipɛti vovo 

9 knee posut turu iɛvɛ pɔmɛsi tutu 

10 ear tiŋɨn taliŋa iteŋa gavusa 

11 tongue mamaɪn tabele ilemuma kalamea

12 tooth ɛŋɨn ŋi iwɔpupɔ togo 

13 breast susun ru iasusu susu 

14 hand βilin lima imeni lima 

15 foot not recorded βaɣa ieve salapa vaha 

16 back gimon bito ikimɛ poga 

17 shoulder siβian gepe ikeipɔ beho 

18 forehead miaŋan dume ipɔwe varu 

19 chin ɛpsɨn kumim iaep sivova 

20 elbow posut̚ putu imeni pɔmesi butukuha

21 thumb ponɪn kuku imeni pupɔ
ninaŋa 

kuku 
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22 leg kɪβɪn βaɣa ieve vaha 

23 heart matangɪn bua ia tutut bua 

24 liver ɛtan ɣate ia puspus hate 

25 bone ɛmbrun tuɣa ipɔkin tuha 

26 blood æŋgrik̚ dara iamla kososo 

27 baby (polin)ɛkokok̚ koma pɔvɔðvɔð pepeso 

28 girl eet a kooβtɪn koma ŋataβine ovote e guliliki

29 boy veeɣa maingɪ koma bakoβi kulpo e guliliki

30 old woman totambasasu gare kimet tavile uru

31 old man tɪabasasu  not recorded tɔlɔk tahalo uru

32 woman panoɣo ŋataβine seŋ tavile 

33 man pamasaŋ bakoβi toko tahalo 

34 father tataman tama vɔvɔ tama 

35 mother tonin kina nina tila 

36 brother waton tuka teik tua 

37 sister ɛlutŋɔ koroba luk tua 

38 name jax ra ijon isa 

39 bird ɛkiŋ kandiroβo mɛn malu 

40 dog ɛkiŋ ligo nanau paia 

41 pig juŋ boro kie bolo 

42 cassowary naoko meŋo tavo kehu 
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43 wallaby irok̚ ŋapole pɔsusun pakasa 

44 flying fox nɨmbika kopa porou bureki 

45 rat tanisu kuruβe mɔsɔ kusuke 

46 frog ɛmgo  not recorded vakɔ pere 

47 snake nɛkso mata pilimo pase 

48 fish ɛsmaŋ manu silaŋ ia 

49 person patoɣu bakoβi toko etibo 

50 he sits βɛzioŋ mande imen pou 

51 he stands βesɨpɨt̚ pesi imita magiri 

52 he lies down βɪzinok̚  not recorded iŋɔ mavuta

53 he sleeps βɪnɛkɾuŋ maɣita inoŋnoŋ mavuta

54 he walks βɪnas laɣo ies tuga 

55 the dog bites 
the man βɪtuk kania ipun tolo la tahalo 

56 he eats βɪɛn kani ian ali 

57 he gives it to 
me 

βetɪtitax ɣabi isuŋuiaðoŋe abi a gu

58 he sees βɪpan masia iðopoli hilo 

59 he comes βɪmɛ βalai iesmɛ go mai 

60 he says βɪkaisa tamaia iri veia(mago)

61 he hears βɪkinoi loŋo inoŋbol lolo 

62 he knows βeminas  not recorded ilemi mireŋe rovi 

63 he drinks βenum ninu iðin liu 
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64 he hits βeβɨn bi isoi kue a 

65 he kills βevin  not recorded ipun nini bili a 

66 he dies βerun mate inin peho 

67 it burns iβilβil nono ian karere re

68 it flies ibrɨm bembe irɛr lovo 

69 he swims βeɣoi huru ike puru puru

70 he runs βeruos nunu iðo hari 

71 he falls down βekasɨt̚ boru matu boru 

72 he catches βekom siko ieli sakole a

73 he coughs βekoɣok̚ loko ikuk kulue 

74 he laughs βeruŋ noŋo iŋɛŋɛ lege 

75 he dances βesi raulo ses tilia 

76 big aɣoluŋ dagi aoloŋa uru 

77 small tutun kiroko posŋa bisi 

78 good sosou kamumu senuŋa taritigi 

79 bad jaŋases ɣale kereŋa kama ko kora

80 long lolo iola loloŋa malau 

81 short karomu kapo adoŋa boto 

82 heavy kiŋgiŋ maβa maðe tikumu

83 light ɣeglɛk maraɣa vðoŋal mavulaha

84 cold imumbrut piu merirŋa maigi 
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85 hot bɛnbɛn roŋo veilŋa tivura 

86 new raman karaba pɔŋaŋa halaba 

87 old amux  not recorded nomeŋa mumugu

88 round pɔku rourou kaluŋa polo galili

89 wet mluk mea ipis ba beta

90 dry ɣeɣe kere klaŋklaŋ masaga ti

91 full sekol  not recorded ivual volu 

92 road ɣiso dala soveŋalo gauru 

93 stone seke kedo um uati 

94 earth pluk malala ulue magasa

95 sand ziglɨ ɣire wunwun parava 

96 mountain kalapliŋ lolo peŋene gove 

97 fire kɪla kanono wɔsɛsɛŋa havi 

98 smoke ikɪn pokona wɔnkluŋa sosobu 

99 ashes popo kato vuvus buburo

100 sun nelak̚ ɣaro naŋ haro 

101 moon ɛnam keβa ŋɔv taio 

102 star kirap̚ ɣada sivemit matatabu

103 cloud  ɣabu sɛpsa tuluvu 

104 rain ɛkus βala vit hura 

105 wind eip βilu ðue lolovi 
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106 water iki naru ðei lalu 

107 vine ɛlik mota we mota 

108 tree zaŋ kai won obu 

109 walking stick not recorded not recorded wɔn tan butu 

110 bark lut̚ kulina pɛti kulikuli

111 seed juɣun  not recorded monŋa vavua 

112 root kumut̚ kana ripi ua 

113 leaf ikin pagana ðoiŋ galalao

114 meat imalɨn bobona mekerim kalia 

115 fat  kamar βi munmun molamola

116 egg kulut̚  not recorded otil hatotolu

117 louse ŋut kutu ŋut hutu 

118 feather ikin βu mɛniðoiŋ kokoma

119 comb (of bird) not recorded not recorded not recorded not recorded
120 wing brit̚ karapa giniti palapala

121 claw pipleŋgein kuku imɛniplani not recorded

122 tail (dog) pokut̚ ku ilepupɔ kiula 

123 one taɪn taku omole sasa 

124 two βuoŋ rua aini lua 

125 three miok tolu me itolu 

126 four nal βa penel ivaa 

127 five ɛsip̚ lima lim ilima 
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  Aighon Bola Mangseng Nakanai 
128 ten sulukanda raβulu mule savulu 

129 taro  ŋai maβo ma mavo 

130 sugarcane jɛm toβu to tovu 

131 yam mom ɣuβi mom huvi 

132 banana mʊrʊk βudi tuli vugi 

133 sweet potato sirimba tereβate siriba kuruve 

134 bean tiktæk not recorded not recorded not recorded

135 axe lapemu kira teleŋa pemu 

136 knife ɛpul βito lomiŋa viso 

137 spear mɪɣɪt maɣeto peaŋ gata 

138 net bag kanika kulupi kole palo 

139 house bɛlɛ ruma vɛl luma 

140 tobacco bos βasi bɔs suku 

141 morning iru ɣatelaŋa rulpɔ kavikoki

142 afternoon izeng maluŋa pɛnie maulavi

143 night ivus rodo pɛmlik logo 

144 yesterday aizap̚ raβi nine alalavi 

145 tomorrow plɛŋadupa kuduβi lɛlkin galigeli

146 white βolβol kea vɛlɛsŋa kakea 

147 black βikβik kato pogopgopŋa para kuru kuru

148 yellow ɣoiɣoi ŋaŋo kɔðɔðŋa ialalo 
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  Aighon Bola Mangseng Nakanai 
149 red jagrɛkgrɛk βururu sɛlɛlɛŋa magese gese

150 green kirkir goma raŋraŋa ka kesa

151 many jambip kupo pulua usu 

152 all imut̚ not recorded alavusŋa tomi 

153 this ja not recorded ike aleie 

154 that jare not recorded ikola aleio 

155 what? ɛlɛ arana neke ako mave 

156 who? wanu erei ao ere 

157 when? asaŋi garika pɛnva gaisa 

158 where? de βai kaj(tʰ) oio ve 

159 yes  ii not recorded e ee 

160 no iɣom ijuka avele ouka 

161 he is not 
sitting 

apsɪn kumai avele kama 

162 I ɪŋo iau ðo eau 

163 you (singular) on ioe woŋ eme 

164 he βex ia i eia 

165 we two toɣ  not recorded thɛm a milua

166 you two mom marua thomu a mulua

167 they two βloŋ marua or e girua 

168 we (exclusive) pɪm mateu a miteu

169 you (plural) jom matou thomu a mutou

170 they  ri ria or e giteu 
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Appendix D.6: Aiklep and Gimi wordlists 
  Aiklep Gimi 
1 head ka-dumu ka-dumu 

2 hair (scalp) body part
with it obligatory 

ka-dumu ka-kanun ka-dumu ka-lengeng 

3 mouth ko ko

4 nose yinlo ka-koroplo 

5 eye mede mede

6 neck wolo wolo

7 belly ka-idil ka-dil

8 skin ka-kuklu ka-kuklu 

9 knee (lit. leg joint) kin ka-kum kin ka-kum 

10 ear longo longo

11 tongue (lit. mouth tongue) ko kamamelo same

12 tooth (lit. mouth kernal) ko kanino ko kanino 

13 breast yinge yenge

14 hand (lit. top of the arm) ime ru ime ru

15 foot (lit. top of the leg) kin ru kin ru

16 back ka-wang ka-sakramru 

17 shoulder (lit. arm its-joint) ime ka-kopo wolo

18 forehead romowo romowo 

19 chin sipin sipin

20 elbow (lit. arm its joint) ime ka-kum same
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  Aiklep Gimi 
21 thumb ime ka-longo same

22 leg kin same

23 heart ka-upus same

24 liver 

25 bone ka-kai same

26 blood ka-walo ka-angrik 

27 baby ulep ulep

28 girl inuk kuna

29 boy idi ida udu (little male) 

30 old woman yip yip

31 old man pat kairak ida aplak 

32 woman aulip daulip

33 man pat ida / pat 

34 father (lit. his father) teme tambat

35 mother tine tinapu

36 brother (lit. his, my big
brother) dinulip dinulip 

37 sister (lit. opposite gender) luudu luudu

38 name ka-sang same

39 bird omon omon

40 dog un wun

41 pig e e
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  Aiklep Gimi 
42 cassowary kukyung omon dabu 

43 wallaby kining pangi

44 flying fox sapaiwa parau

45 rat au au

46 frog kalu kutwal

47 snake amat amat

48 fish ili ili

49 person (lit. one human) du nake du nake 

50 he sits suk mdo suk do

51 he stands se mit se mit

52 he lies down suk kon suk kon 

53 he sleeps kon utkonokong kon utonong 

54 he walks nes nes

55 the dog bites the man un kor pat wun ko ida si 

56 he eats ken ken

57 he gives it to me walel i me kada yo waka i me ka yo 

58 he sees mede kapling i mede kapli i 

59 he comes pat me ida me

60 he says wo o

61 he hears long i long i

62 he knows dain dangini
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  Aiklep Gimi 
63 he drinks in in

64 he hits pun pun

65 he kills pam pakam

66 he dies mat mat

67 it burns (lit. fire eats it) kwon ken i kwon ken i 

68 it flies yu le yu le

69 he swims yu le yu le

70 he runs pos pasapong 

71 he falls down piol suk dek suk

72 he catches (lit. he catches it) mbir i mbir i

73 he coughs songgot songgot 

74 he laughs ming miying

75 he dances ti ti

76 big kupo kupo

77 small udu udu

78 good du duku

79 bad lowolo lowolo

80 long malak malak

81 short it it

82 heavy manik manik

83 light malil weswes
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  Aiklep Gimi 
84 cold mirin mirin

85 hot wenwen ngengeng 

86 new dengen dengen

87 old inik inik

88 round awol lo lulul

89 wet blik blik

90 dry poipoi pokpok

91 full sapal sapal

92 road oso oso

93 stone ukum ukum

94 earth urup urup

95 sand daklip aklip

96 mountain ilit ilit

97 fire kwon ukwon

98 smoke kwon ka-yau ukwon ka-kinkin 

99 ashes kwon ka-parap asong, kwon ka-usus 

100 sun sinang sinang

101 moon yumu saiku

102 star kindik kadang

103 cloud awat kawat

104 rain ere pakuru
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  Aiklep Gimi 
105 wind oleng mana

106 water inung nen

107 vine alik alik

108 tree eke eke

109 walking stick uduk uduk

110 bark eke kakuklu eke kakuklu 

111 seed kanino kanino

112 root kamngam kamam

113 leaf (lit. its covering) ka-kanun ka-lengeng 

114 meat werngem masung 

115 fat  muye kamkal

116 egg ka-yulkul ka-kuklu 

117 louse (prs.not oblig.) kinkin sakapit

118 feather ka-kanun ka-lengeng 

119 comb (of bird) ka-akom ka-setngin 

120 wing pen pein

121 claw (lit. the foot's nails) kin kamusin kin kamusin 

122 tail (dog) yin ka-kulkul 

123 one nake nake

124 two kyip tip

125 three miok mok
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  Aiklep Gimi 
126 four peng peng

127 five lyim lyim

128 ten sungul sungul

129 taro  eme eme

130 sugarcane udu udu

131 yam aklut aklut

132 banana elep elep

133 sweet potato krimbak kirimbak 

134 bean ambin ambin

135 axe nak nak

136 knife upul upul

137 spear nu nu

138 net bag bilum bilum

139 house iwin num

140 tobacco ombos ombos

141 morning iri lo yang ka yinginlo 

142 afternoon imlik mede ke imlik mede ke 

143 night imlik imlik

144 yesterday inkeke nindi

145 tomorrow iri lo ke yinglo

146 white kawawang wok
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  Aiklep Gimi 
147 black wus wus

148 yellow al kal

149 red mlek mlek

150 green kawir tipipring 

151 many kayap kupo kayap

152 all nguluk kangenlo 

153 this sa so

154 that siwi si

155 what? isu ise

156 who? au au

157 when? loke ine angau

158 where? le ine le we

159 yes  wai ile

160 no dap dap

161 he is not sitting mdo dap do dap

162 I yo yo

163 you (singular) wong wong

164 he (lit. that man) pat si ida si

165 we two mekyip mip

166 you two kakyip kap

167 they two yei kyip du dip
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  Aiklep Gimi 
168 we (exclusive) mekyip mip

169 you (plural) yum yom

170 they  yei yeit
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